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Preface
The Centre for Development Studies has been contributing significantly to the knowledge generation
on decentralisation, especially in Kerala, during the last two decades. This includes inputs for the
debates that led to the decentralisation of powers and provision of public finance to local
governments, and the decade long effort to produce micro-level research and capacity through the
Kerala Research Programme on Local Level Development (KRPLLD). These endeavours culminated
in the starting of the Research Unit on Local Self-Governments (RULSG) three years ago, with a
corpus funding from the Government of Kerala.
As part of RULSG’s activities, we maintained an action research framework so as to be in constant
touch with a few selected local governments by providing some ‘technical’ help for their micro-level
planning, and in the process, trying to learn the actual institutional constraints they encountered.Our
efforts were based on the understanding that though Kerala could overcome some of the first
generation problems in decentralisation such as reluctance to devolve power and money by the
centralised agencies, and the possibility of ‘elite capture’ of the devolved resources by the local elite,
the state’s decentralisation programme is currently facing serious second-generation problems of lack
of efficiency and effectiveness, poor service delivery and weak governance in general. The slow pace
of computerisation and tardy use of e-governance are found to be major constraints in improving
service delivery and governance.
A part of our action research was directed at speeding up e-governance in two panchayats and the
district panchayat in the Kasargode district of Kerala. Our help included the provision of full-time
technical assistants, organising supplementary training for the employees, and also encouraging the
elected representatives to take necessary steps for the completion of computerisation. In this process,
we discovered several economic and institutional constraints working against the speedy
implementation of e-governance in Kerala. We also found that the slow pace of e-governance was not
simply an issue of technology or its mode of delivery. This encouraged us to carry out the present
detailed study on the institutional issues related to implementing e-governance in the local
administration of the state.
This study brings out the major constraints in the way of e-governance in Kerala. Lack of adequate
training for employees is the single most important limitation, but this is not just a capacity building
issue. The problem is rooted in a number institutional issues relating to the eligibility conditions for
recruitment of personnel, lack of induction training, need to work out alternative training models, and
most importantly, the lack of incentives and disincentives that compel the employees to acquire the
required training to perform computer-aided service delivery. There seem to be larger governance
issues underlying the slow pace of e-governance in Kerala. Do the majority of citizens demand an
improvement in service delivery? Do the majority of elected representatives have the incentive to
take urgent action in this regard? This study attempts to answer some of these questions.
I sincerely hope that the insights of this study are useful to the policy makers of Kerala, and also for
those who think about improving governance in the developing world.
K. Narayanan Nair
Director,
Centre for Development Studies
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
•

This study analyses the institutional and economic constraints that influence the pace of the
implementation of e-governance in the local governments of Kerala. The prime concern here is to
understand and identify the demand-related aspects that affect the e-governance process.
However, this study does not analyse the nature of technology, both hardware and software, used
in the computerisation initiative. In other words, the study presumes that the technology delivery
agency, namely the Information Kerala Mission (IKM), may have taken technological aspects and
alternatives into account before proceeding with the plan for computerisation in the local
governments.

•

This study is based on an action research programme of the RULSG and a questionnaire-based
survey conducted across the state. Action research was carried out in two panchayats (namely,
Madikkai and Chemnad) and the district panchayat of Kasargode district. A systematic random
process was followed to select around 110 local governments for an extensive field survey. In
addition, a postal questionnaire survey was conducted for those local government units which
were not selected for the detailed field study. The questionnaire was required to be filled up by the
President or the Secretary of the local government body. Around one-third of the local
governments responded and returned the filled-in questionnaire. Altogether, the study collected
information from around 40 per cent of the local government units in Kerala.

•

The survey collected information related toe-governance from the following stakeholders: all
employees and all elected representatives of the sample local government units; about 15-20
citizens/customers visiting local government offices to avail of services (with precautions to avoid
any systematic selection bias), and about 5-6 firms (private, public or other type) providing
computer-aided service in the same locality as that of the selected local government office. The
survey of the other firms helped us to study issues related to local infrastructure and widely used
models of technology delivery, thus enhancing our understanding of the local e-governance
problems.

•

This preliminary report covers the status of e-governance in rural local governments. As of
January 2009, around 93 per cent of the sample panchayats had installed at least one kind of
software and it was at some level of operation. The software for the monitoring of financial
expenditure of the plan allocation – sulekha – (the use of which was insisted upon by the state
government as a condition for the devolution of the funds) had been installed in around 76 per
cent of the local governments offices. Around 72.4 per cent of the local government units had
networked their computers and around 54.5 per cent had obtained Internet connections. However,
only 41 per cent of these local governments considered that they had a sufficient number of
computers. In fact, the study found that around 25 per cent of the regular employees did not have
computers on their working tables.

•

In order to understand the impact of computerisation on the speed of service delivery, we studied
the case of the issue of birth/death certificates. Forty-two per cent of the panchayats claimed that
they issued these certificates within a day, another 37 per cent said they needed 2-3 days, while
the remaining 20 per cent said they took more than 3 days to issue such certificates. The results of
the statistical analysis of the survey information indicate that the use of the sevana registration
software significantly reduces the number of days required to issue the certificates, but it could be
argued that this is still much more than the ideal number of days required for performing such
services. The analysis further indicates that the chances of obtaining the certificates on the same
day are high if the panchayat is highly populated.
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•

According to the local governments, there is a significant demand for computerisation among
their citizens and elected representatives. However, the indirect evidence (or their revealed
preference) indicates a different position. For instance, 88 per cent of the elected representatives
noted that citizens approached them for speeding up the service that the local government renders
and that in most cases, they could oblige. About 71 per cent of the representatives consider it
worthwhile to provide such assistance, as they believe that the public would remember the help
they rendered; only less than half of the representatives think that people should approach the
panchayat office directly to get things done, rather than approaching them.

•

The study finds that citizens are more likely to approach younger representatives for help in
obtaining speedy service from the local bodies. As far as the response to such requests is
concerned, elected representatives with less than 10 years of schooling are more likely to report
that they help those people who approached them, while female elected representatives are less
likely to say that it is better for citizens to approach the local government office directly (rather
than through them). Educated representatives are more likely to encourage people to approach the
office directly. These findings indicate that the public demand for improving e-governance in
local government is weak or insufficient. E-governance could actually go a long way in providing
speedy service to all and do away with the dependence on elected representatives.

•

The role and use of citizens’ charters was studied to understand the demand for computerisation
and e-governance. Specifically, we analysed whether people are willing to take the trouble of
using the provisions of citizens’ charters to get improved service. On this issue, the study finds
that nearly 97 per cent of the panchayats in Kerala have prepared a citizens’ charter but that only
47 per cent of the citizen customers have heard about such charters and only 42 per cent know that
their local government has such a charter. Given this low level of awareness among citizen
customers, it is no surprise to note that only 26 per cent said that they know the time limit
prescribed in the citizen charter for delivery of the service for which they approached the office.
However, as is evident from the survey, not all of them would be willing to complain if the time
actually taken for service delivery exceeded the time limit prescribed in the charter.

•

Further analysis on the citizen charter and its existence in the local government indicates that the
awareness level of citizens who seek social security benefits (mainly the poor) is much lower than
among other citizens. The awareness level is observed to be lower among the less educated (those
with less than 10 years of schooling) compared to the people with higher education (graduates and
postgraduates). In fact, the more educated are four times more likely to know about citizens’
charters. Citizens from southern Kerala are more likely to be aware of the citizens’ charter,
whereas citizens from other parts of the state are less likely to know about them. However, the
study notes that even the educational level of the citizens has little bearing on awareness about the
time of service delivery as specified in the charter.

•

Compared to educated persons and the self-employed, the unemployed (or job seekers) and
coolies are less likely to complain if the service delivery did not meet the norm specified in the
charter. Region-wise, it is found that compared to south and central Kerala, people in the northern
part of the State (where ‘loyal’ politics of the left and the Muslim league have a strong support
base) are less likely to complain about lack of good service from local government units. Thus,
the picture is on the expected lines, i.e., the poor and less educated and those in localities where
strong vote-bank parties dominate are less willing to complain against the local governments and
seem satisfied with the paternalistic structure of service delivery.

•

Given the fact that a large number of local government programmes are aimed at social security
and poverty eradication and most of their beneficiaries are uneducated, the readiness to comply
with the provisions of citizens’ charters may be lacking. This could also be an indirect indication
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of the (un)willingness on the part of the citizens in general to support the effort to improve
governance through different methods, including e-governance.

•

In terms of the supply-side factors of e-governance, inadequate training of employees emerges as
a crucial constraint. The study finds that less than 5 per cent of the local governments have
provided e-governance training to more than 75 per cent of their employees. Nearly 40 per cent of
the panchayats reported that 50 per cent of the employees underwent training, and another 35 per
cent of the panchayats stated that they trained only 25 per cent of their employees. The major
reasons cited for low level of employee training are: a) not included in the training programmes;
b) retirement of trained employees, and c) inducting new employees without training. Among the
trained, those who are still not computer savvy attribute it to either inadequate training or to the
lack of computers/software for them to work on immediately after training. In short, one-third of
the local governments have cited lack of adequate training as the most important constraint
against speedy computerisation.

•

The local government bodies reported that the assistance (other than the mandatory software
preparation and centralised training of the Technology Delivery Agency or TDA) that they
appreciated the most was in terms of the provision of a technical assistant (TA) for on the spot
help and training. Nonetheless, most of the local governments reported delay in software
installation as the main shortcoming on the part of TDA. Inadequacy in training and the delay in
the provision of TA services were also identified as other important shortcomings.

•

Based on the analysis of firms in the same locality as the surveyed local governments, one can see
that software preparation for three-fourths of the units was centralised. This ndicates the
appropriateness of the centralised software preparation/procurement model of the computerisation
programme adopted in the State. Given that the initial criticism of the e-governance of local
governments in Kerala centred on the technology (or more specifically on the nature of the
property rights of the operating system software), we analysed the extent of the use of open
software v/s proprietary software in the firms surveyed and observed that only around 11 per cent
of these firms use open software. Hence it could be argued that the use of Microsoft software for
the computerisation of local governments in Kerala could be due to the appropriateness to the
techno-economic factors prevailing at the time.

The study concludes that there are significant institutional issues that constrain the implementation of egovernance in the local governments of Kerala. These cannot be solved completely by technological or
even supply-side measures. However, alternative technology delivery or technology management
strategies could be adopted. Alternative strategies to develop and install software could be promptly put in
place in all local governments and steps taken to provide training and technical assistance programmes.
In-house training and provision of full time TAs should be explored as possible alternative strategies.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Research Unit on Local Self Governments (RULSG) of the Centre for Development Studies (CDS)
has been interacting with a number of local governments in the district of Kasargode to understand the
institutional constraints that they encounter in improving their performance. We have been carrying out
action research by helping them in the process of project planning and service delivery, and also by
documenting the experience. Our studies and those of others have noted that the slow pace of
computerisation, despite the decade-long effort in that direction by the Information Kerala Mission (IKM)
is a major constraint in improving the service delivery in the local governments of Kerala. RULSG
collaborated with two panchayats of Kasargode (namely, Madikkai and Chemnad) and also the district
panchayat there to see whether we could assist in speeding up the process of computerisation. Our help
included the provision of two full-time technical assistants for a period of 8 months, conducting additional
training programmes for the employees and the speeding up of the process of preparing electronic data
banks of past records.
Our experience in Kasargode and the close interaction with some officials of IKM revealed certain
institutional constraints that slow down the process of computerisation in the local governments of Kerala.
These constraints are outside the realm of technology and software production, which are considered as
the core activities of IKM. Unfortunately, not enough attention was paid to such institutional issues in the
debates on e-governance in Kerala (whereas there were heated debates on the technology used – whether
it should be free software or those with property rights). Based on this impression, we attempted this
study on the institutional issues of e-governance in the local governments of Kerala. This preliminary
report highlights the major results of the study conducted mainly in the rural local governments of the
State. (A similar study on urban local governments is in progress.).
This report starts with a summarisation of the experience in the two selected panchayats of Kasargode
district. In view of the fact that there are a number of institutional issues affecting the pace of egovernance implementation, an institutional framework influencing e-governance is detailed in the next
section (the first chapter). The second chapter deals with the approach of the survey-based study. The
major findings from the survey are detailed in the third chapter. The last chapter includes the summary
and recommendations.
1.1. Report of the Action Research on E-Governance

The importance of computerisation and e-governance in introducing transparency and accountability
in the functioning of governments, including local governments, is obvious. Information Kerala
Mission (IKM), initiated nearly a decade ago, is spearheading the Kerala Government’s ambitious egovernance project for local governments. However, despite the hard work that went into the project,
IKM has not yet been able to fulfill its promise. Why did the project fall short of expectations? To
study the various hurdles involved in implementing an e-governance project at the panchayat level,
CDS (its research unit on local self governments), adopted two panchayats, namely Madikkai and
Chemmanad, from Kasaragode district. As part of the action-based research, CDS tried to speed up
the ongoing ICT activities by appointing a technical assistant in each of these panchayats. The
initiative was pursued for nearly 10 months. This report summarises the experience and also takes
into account case studies in a few other panchayats in which IMK had full-time technical assistants
and reported that e-governance had progressed substantially.
During the first phase, IKM attempted to implement seven applications in all the panchayats. These
are: Sulekha (plan monitoring system); Sevana (civil registration - birth/death/marriage and social
security schemes); Saankhya (accounting); Soochika (file management); Sanchaya (revenue
9

collection); Sanchita (information repository); and Sthapana (payroll/personnel). However, at each
panchayat, the degree of success varies. As can be seen from Table 1, Sulekha, Sthapana and Sevana
are live in all the panchayats. Saankhya, the accounting package is implemented in Thalikkulam and
Thanalur panchayats (though only partly). However, our inquiries revealed that on account of some
legal issues, IKM has blocked this application in the Madikkai and Chemnad, the two panchayats
adopted by CDS. It is surprising that even after a decade, such technical issues are yet to be sorted
out.
Table 1: Comparison of status of computer application in four panchayats
Application

Madikai
(Started in May
2008)
Running.
Birth data from 19702005 ported. It is
handled by the head
clerk. Death,
Marriage data not yet
ported

Chemnad
(Started in May
2008)
Running.
All old Birth,
Marriage, death
data not yet
ported

Running.
Complete pension
data entered & MO
form is generated
through the
application.
Running

Running.
Complete data
entered & MO
form is generated
through the
application.
Running

Soochika

Running & used for
issue of some
certificates. Not yet
used to register all
inwards

-----------

Sanchitha

Running

Running

Sankya

Blocked

-----------

Sanchaya

Running, Now the
data entry is over.
Verification or
correction to be done

Sulekha

Running

SevanaCivil
Reg.

Sevana
Pension

Sthapana

Certificate
Module1

1

Thanalur
(Started during 2006)
Running.
Death data from
1980-2006 ported.
Old Birth & Marriage
data & Death data
from 1970 to 79
remains to be ported.
Handled by
concerned staff
Running.
Complete data
entered & MO form
is generated through
the application
Running

Thalikkulam
(Started during
2005)
Running
Death, Birth &
Marriage data
ported. Handled
by concerned
staff

Remarks

Running.
Complete data
entered & MO
form is generated
through the
application
Running.

In Thalikkulam
continuous MO
form is not used

Running & used to
register almost all
inwards, A receipt is
issued to the
applicant. No
certificates is issued
through this module
Running

Not used now

-----------

Running. Database is
not yet completed.
Used for property tax
collection. Installed
on 2006
----------

Running,
Tax is collected
through this
module. Installed
in 2006
----------

Running

Running

Running

Running

Service quality
depends on the
availability of
old data

Rule &
regulations
.

This module is
used only in
Madikai
panchayat, for
property tax
collection

Running

Just to print out the Ownership & Residential certificates Does not seem to be connected to other databases.
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In Thanalur panchayat, where IKM started its pilot initiative in 2006, the Soochika application is in
use to some extent. But this application is not yet deployed in Thalikkulam (where e-governance
activities started in 2005 or probably even before that). For issuing some certificates (like ownership),
IKM has deployed a separate application in Thalikkulam. Additional information on facilities and
staff in these panchayats is provided in Table 2.
Table 2: Information on staffing pattern, system details and facilities in panchayats
Madikai

•
•

Chemnad

•
•
•

Thanalur

•
•
•

Thalikkulam

•
•

Total staff 7, Secretary, Head Clerk, 2 Upper Division
Clerks, 2 Lower Division Clerks, Peon
Total System in panchayat - 9, 1 IKM server, 1is for
broadband connection (secretary),1 president,1 is data
entry (this will be shifted to the counter soon) other 5
systems in different sections.
Currently no counter system.
Total staff 9, Secretary, Head Clerk, 3 Upper Division
Clerk, 3 Lower Division Clerk, Peon
Total System in panchayat 7, 1 IKM server, 1 for
broadband connection, 1 secretary, 1 HC, 3 in each UDC
sections.
Currently no counter system
Total staff 13, Secretary, Junior Suprendent,5 Upper
Division Clerk,4 Lower Division Clerk, 2 Peon
Total systems in panchayat 9, 1 IKM server, 1 is for
broadband, 1 is for ISM (these three in server room), 2 in
counter, 2 UDC, 1 LDC, 1 secretary.
Total staff 12,Secretary, JS, 4 UDCs, 4LDCs, 2 Peons.
Total systems in panchayat 6, 1 server, 2 counter, 1
section, 2 not operational

Some of the major conclusions based on action research and case studies are as follows:
1. At present, the panchayats have to take all the steps to procure the hardware. As they do not
have the necessary technical knowledge, the process gets delayed and it becomes inefficient
and costly.
2. Guidelines that exist for building a computer network seem to be inadequate or are not
followed.
3. Currently each software package is being installed locally. This means a technical assistant
(TA) has to actually go to each panchayat and install the system. Also, if something happens
to the machine in which the package is installed, the procedure has to be repeated. (The IKM
could have designed a centralised system through which each panchayat could install the
relevant packages in their own systems. This would have made the whole process more easily
manageable. For instance, if the programme encountered a problem and is corrected, all that
IKM has to do is install the new version and update the software at its central location once).
4. Most software packages need proper databases to run efficiently. If we leave everything to the
panchayat, this will never take off. There is lack of a proper plan for helping panchayats to
generate these databases.
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5. There seems to be a lack of sufficiently qualified and trained human resources. It would be
better if each panchayat has a dedicated person in charge of data entry and management of the
system. Most of the staff members are not in a position to operate the system on their own.
6. Our feeling is that some of the established employees are extremely reluctant to move to a
new system of workflow management because this would demand more transparency on their
part. Some workers may have vested interests in maintaining the status quo as it is something
they have got accustomed to.
7. There are a number of legal/procedural issues affecting the smooth transition to an egovernance system. For instance, in the pilot locations, parallel systems are in operation as
most handwritten documents are also maintained. This unnecessary duplication is on account
of the lack of clarity on the legal sanctity of documents generated through the information
system.
In order to understand how far computerisation has progressed in a normal panchayat, we did a
simple workflow study of a panchayats. The results are given in Table 3.
Table 3: Section-wise workload versus current state of automation
Work category

Accounting PR, RR,CB Audit
Civil Registration
Establishment salary, petty payments
Civil works and Planning
Social Security Pensions Unemployment
dole
Buildings, Tax, Assessment KMBR
License
Field work
Meeting
Finding out of misplaced files and
records
Tapal/Work relating to the President
Interruption due to chaos
Total

% of
total
work

% of Automat Application
autom ion gain
ation (%)
10
0
0 Sankhya
5
75
3.75 Sevana
7
50
3.5 Sthapana
10
20
2 Sulekha
5
83
4.15 Sevana
8
5
18
10
15

0
0
0
0
0

3
4
100

0
0

0 Sankhya/Sanchaya
0 Sankhya
0
0
0
0
0
13.4

From Table 3, it is clear that automation gains are visible only in 13.4 per cent of the working time in
an average panchayat. In some sections like civil registration and social security pensions, the extent
of automation is high (75-83 per cent). However, in activities such as accounting, civil works
planning, tax assessments and licenses, the level of automation is low. This shows the existence of
tremendous unutilised potential in the computerisation initiative of the panchayat system of Kerala. It
must also be remembered that there is a lot of potential for automation even in activities normally
classed as “fieldwork” or “meetings”. For instance, if part of the “fieldwork” involves getting
information from or carrying reports to other offices, then networking and automation can also
facilitate these jobs. Again, preparing agenda notes manually before meetings, recording proceedings
and documenting and circulating important decisions are tasks in “meetings” which are amenable to
12

automation. It seems that the possibilities to develop software support for panchayats for such
activities have not been explored adequately.
In general, there are a number of institutional and organisational issues affecting the smooth
implementation of e-governance in the local governments of Kerala.
1.2. What are the Institutional Issues? A Framework for Analysis
Governance is a public good in the sense that it is difficult to exclude somebody from using the benefits
of improved governance (on the reason that he/she is not paying for it), and also because the marginal cost
of providing better service to more (once the fixed investment is already made) is likely to be insignificant
until a point of congestion or overcrowding. The demand for improving governance and its supply are to
be played out in the public sphere through the political process. The institutional issues influencing egovernance can be understood using the structure depicted in Figure 1. Panchayat or the local government
can be reckoned as a service provider. Citizens approach the panchayat as customers for services like the
issue of birth/death certificates or licenses, payment of taxes, etc. A fee may have to be paid to the LSG
for this service, but the nature of the transaction is very different from the nature of service provision in
the market, where the customers approach the provider and make a payment to avail of service. If the
quality of the service provided in the market is not adequate to meet the needs of the customer, he/she will
look for alternative service providers. Thus the ‘exit’ route is used if the service is found to be
unacceptable.
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On the other hand, citizens as customers cannot normally exit2, if the service provided by the local
government is found to be unacceptable. In order to seek improvements in the quality of service provided
by local government, the customers have to voice their grievances. They may direct their criticism against
the local governments through other grievance airing/redress mechanisms, or express their discontent as
violent outbursts or otherwise, or through individual or group protests like sit-in strikes, etc. Citizens can
also exercise the ‘voice option’ through their elected representatives – encouraging or forcing them to
interfere on their behalf. Some elected representatives may join the citizens in their protests against the
unsatisfactory quality of services provided by the local governments. There can also be ‘illegal payments’
to the employees/elected representatives to get quality service (for example, to get the certificate issued
on the same day as the application is made). Yes, there is an exit in the electoral process too, so that
citizens unhappy with an elected representative or a party can vote against them in the next election. It is
also possible that the elected representatives may use their collaborative or adversarial strategies within
the local government office to improve the service provided to customers.
A clear framework to analyse this institutional structure helps us to understand the different routes
through which citizens as customers exert pressure on local governments. As seen in Figure 1, a
combination of these forces decides on the quality and efficiency of the service delivery provided by
LSGs using e-governance. For example, different types of customer citizens (say, poor versus non-poor,
educated versus uneducated) may have different incentives to use alternative routes to improve service
delivery. People approaching local governments – say, some for getting social security benefits (over
which the representatives may have a higher discretionary power) and others (say, for getting permits for
house construction) may have different incentives. Because of such differences, the overall pressure to
improve service delivery may virtually depend on the dominance of specific types of customers in a
locality. If a customer can avail of the required service through pressure on his elected representative and
if the representative gains from obliging the customer, then one should not generally expect such a citizen
or representative to demand improvement in general service delivery in the panchayat (using egovernance or through other means).
The above framework also helps us to analyse some of the widely used instruments to improve service
delivery in public organisations. A citizens’ charter is one such instrument that has been in existence in
most local governments of Kerala. However, not much is known as to whether people actually use the
provisions of citizens’ charters or not or as to which types of customers are more likely to use such
provisions. If some do indeed use them, does this increase the pressure to improve service delivery using
different means, including computerisation? All these analytical issues directly or indirectly inform us
about the local ‘demand’ for e-governance. Even when the state government makes similar efforts to
implement e-governance in local governments, the differences in local demand (influenced by the abovementioned and other factors) may reflect in the pace of its implementation. This is mainly due to the fact
that the local governments, their representatives and the administrative machinery under the pressure from
representatives, have to take several steps to implement computerisation (in addition to the efforts at the
state level). The variations in the performance of computerisation in different local governments of Kerala
may therefore provide an appropriate context for the study of such demand factors.
As regards the supply side of the provision of e-governance, the local governments in Kerala are helped
by a state level agency called the Information Kerala Mission (IKM), based on a mandate from the
Government of Kerala. Hereafter, in this study the IKM is treated as the Technology Delivery Agency
(TDA). The TDA is responsible for developing the software required by local governments for different
activities. In addition to tasks such as installation of software, coordination, preparation and testing of
data files from the records, TDA has been providing the required training for the employees of local
2

The idea of voting by feet, i.e. moving the residence to that local government area where the public good provision suits
the preferences/choice of a resident, can be taken as an exit strategy, but this is not very common in countries like India
where the choice of residence is determined more by the ownership of land/house or the location of job.
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governments. It is also mandated to outline the technical specifications of the hardware required for the egovernance projects in all the local governments of Kerala. Thus we have a fixed model of provision of
technology and training for the e-governance in the local governments of the state. However, in this study,
we presume that the TDA has used and evaluated the technical parameters to decide the nature and quality
of the software to be prepared for this purpose. Hence, this study does not attempt to evaluate the
performance of technology or software developed for this purpose but focuses on certain other supplyside aspects.
There are other potential factors influencing the use of e-governance from the supply side. These include
the availability of infrastructure like relatively less-interrupted power-supply in the area, or the ease of
hiring a technician to repair a faulty computer or the willingness of maintenance providers to offer AMCs
(Annual Maintenance Contracts) at reasonable cost, etc. It may be difficult to find persons proficient in
computer operations in some areas, and even if they are employed at the state-level by the government,
such persons may not stay in the localities they are transferred to (and may, in fact, try to get transferred
to other places). It is also possible, that even in Kerala, where most areas are well connected in terms of
power supply and telecommunications, that some locations and local governments may encounter such
infrastructure-related problems.
It is equally important to note that the e-governance in local governments takes place within the broader
institutional environment of such governments in Kerala. The rules and procedures, under which LSG
functions, are therefore likely to influence the pace of computerisation. For example, the employees of
local governments are recruited by the State Public Service Commission based on a state-level test for
which computer proficiency is yet to become an entry qualification. These employees are not provided
with any in-service training before their deployment. They can be transferred to anywhere within the
state, and there is a tendency among many people to try and get posted in less remote and more urban
areas. All this might affect employees’ participation in e-governance efforts. There can also be preexisting rules regarding the allocation of financial resources, nature of record-keeping and division of
responsibilities within the local government offices, and these too may determine the ease in the
implementation of e-governance.
Based on the framework, we can identify three broad sets of factors that affect the e-governance. These
factors are related to (a) demand (b) supply and (c) institutional environment. One can expect variation in
the demand factors among the different local governments of Kerala. Citizens (educational levels,
occupational patterns), local governments (region, urban/rural, population, sources of income, ruling
party) and elected representatives (gender, education, party affiliation) are likely to vary across regions,
and this may lead to different demand patterns for e-governance. However, the supply side of egovernance depends on the role of TDA, computing or operational proficiency of employees and
infrastructure of the locality. In this case, one should not expect much variability in the case of the role of
TDA (as it is more or less fixed at the state level). Factors such as employee educational levels, age,
training, control by different local governments, etc., could vary but there is little difference among local
governments with regard to aspects like employee appointment and transfer as these are decided at the
state level. All local governments in Kerala work within the same environment and therefore to examine
the impact of all these factors (especially those which are uniform at the state-level), studying local
governments alone is not sufficient. It may be also necessary to look into factors such as the computer
service provided by other firms operating within different institutional environments. Given such
underlying concerns, the study employs robust methodology and sampling techniques to account for most
of the factors that affect e-governance in the local self-governments of Kerala.
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2. APPROACH OF THE STUDY
2.1.Aim of the Study
The purpose of the study was to analyse the following:

•

The economic (or demand-related) constraints that influence the pace of implementation of egovernance in the local governments of Kerala;

•

The role of the institutional environment of local governments in facilitating/constraining the pace
of computerisation;

•

The impact of computerisation on service delivery (for e.g., in the case of issue of birth/death
certificates);

•

Supply side constraints in the form of employee operational proficiency and infrastructure of the
locality.

2.2. Study Design
For a systematic analysis, it is necessary to understand the role of the three factors, namely, demand,
supply and institutional environment, in the implementation of e-governance. We decided to carry out a
questionnaire survey among local governments and relevant stakeholders. This study recognises the
importance of collecting information from a scientific sample of local governments, with reasonable
variability in terms of the factors to be analysed. But, as mentioned earlier, a survey among the local
governments alone will not provide insights into the role of the institutional environment of local
governance, as it is by and large homogenous for LSGs in Kerala. Therefore, along with the survey of
local governments, we decided to survey a few local public/private firms such as banks, travel agencies,
etc., that use computers for providing customer service. If such firms do not operate in the locality, this is
also noted. Additionally, the survey collected information on the kind (centralised or local) of software
preparation, training, hardware purchase, and maintenance used by these firms, and the infrastructure
problems (such as interruptions in power supply) they encountered.
The questionnaire designed for the local government is meant to elicit the following information: nature
of the local government (grade3, population, level of own income, region, political party in power, gender
of the president, etc.), status of e-governance (the extent of use/presence of software for specific activities
prepared by TDA), the time taken to deliver a certificate (for which a software developed by the TDA can
be used), facilities that the local government has for implementing computerisation (number of
computers, printers, networking, Internet, maintenance and power back up facilities, etc.), level of
training received by the employees, reasons for inadequate training, if any, and financial stumbling blocks
if any, in the way of effecting computerisation, Some questions gauge the extent of pressure exerted by
the elected representative or citizens for computerisation. This questionnaire also sought to gauge the
perceptions of the president or the chief executive of the local governments on the reasons, if any, for the
slow pace of e-governance implementation, and also on the performance of TDA.
A questionnaire was circulated among a sample of citizens who visited the local government unit for
services like getting a birth certificate, paying house tax and so on. Apart from the collection of
information on the socioeconomic background of the citizens and the purpose of their visit, questions
3

This indirectly reflects the level of urbanisation or the extent of tax income generated. If the panchayat has more tax
income from the economic activities of industrial or other organisations within the region, then it is given the highest
grade.
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were aimed at studying their views on the adequacy/speed of the service provided by the local
government. The respondents were also asked whether they used their contacts with an elected
representative to speed up the service, and whether they demanded computerisation in any of the ‘Grama
Sabhas’ (village assemblies). Customers’ knowledge of the existence of citizens’ charter in the local
government and their willingness to use the charter rights for correcting laxity in service delivery were
also explored through this questionnaire.
A separate set of questionnaires were designed to elicit information on the elected representatives (party,
gender, education, years of service, etc.); their familiarity with the e-governance; the propensity of people
to contact them to speed up the service from the local government, their ability/willingness to help such
customers, and their preference in terms of a paternalist approach to citizens v/s e-governance (which can
speed up the service for all); their perceptions on the difficulties, if any, to invest in computerisation in
their local governments. The questionnaire for employees sought data on their status (education,
designation, years of service), their participation in e-governance, and the reasons, if any, for not
participating effectively in e-service delivery (say, due to lack of software installation, training, etc.).
Their perceptions on the need for using computers, its impact on their workload given the current
regulations of local governments, were also collected.
2.3. Sampling for the Study and Method of Analysis
We decided to do a sample study in about 10 per cent of the local governments of Kerala. A systematic
random sampling (SRS) technique was followed to select 100 village panchayats out of a total of 1000.
We adopted a random number based selection from panchayats listed from the southernmost to the
northernmost districts. Ten out of 56 municipalities were also selected through this process. In each of
these selected local governments, the following questionnaires were administered (all the questionnaires
are attached in this report as Appendix VI - X):
A. One questionnaire to be filled by the President or Secretary
B. One questionnaire for each employee
C. One questionnaire for each elected representative
In addition, questionnaire (D) was circulated among 12-15 citizen customers in each of these selected
local governments. Depending on the average number of customers coming to the local government office
in a day, a period (one day or half day or a couple of hours so as to survey around 12-15 customers) was
pre-determined for each local government, and all customers who visited the office during this period
were interviewed. This is done to avoid bias in selecting customers of a particular category (rich/poor,
male/female, young/old). In the locality of the selected local government, around 5-6 firms (of
public/private/cooperative ownership) such as banks, travel agents, etc, were also surveyed using another
questionnaire (E) (all the questionnaires are attached in this report as Appendix III).
Altogether, we surveyed around 1500 elected representatives (from 110 local governments) spread across
the state, around 900 employees, around 950 citizen customers, and about 300 firms (other than local
governments) providing computer-related service to clients.
The questionnaire designed for the local government (questionnaire A), to be filled up by the secretary or
the president, was sent by post to all the village panchayats and municipal governments of Kerala (other
than those which were selected for the study). Out of these 900 local governments, nearly 315 responded
by sending back the filled-in questionnaire. This makes the total sample for the study around 414 local
government units (including 89 from systematically selected ones, and 324 others who replied by post).
The systematic random sample and postal sample were then tested to detect any statistically significant
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difference between a set of key variables. The results indicated that there was no statistical difference
between the two sets of samples and hence we combined them for further analysis.
The information collected through field survey was analysed using statistical software such as SPSS and
STATA. We employed simple descriptive statistics and logistic regression techniques to derive some
conclusions on the role of different factors in determining the pace of e-governance. Logistic regression is
a multiple regression but with an outcome variable that is a categorical dichotomous and predictor
variables that are continuous or categorical. The logistic regression can help to predict as to which of two
categories a person or characteristic is likely to belong. For example, using certain background
information, it is possible to predict whether a person will demand faster service delivery or not. So if we
picked a random person and discovered that s/he has characteristics like low education, older age and low
income, we are then assessing the likelihood of this person demanding faster service delivery (egovernance). Using such characteristics we can predict the demand for e-governance among the citizens
and elected representatives. Here, it is important to understand that each characteristic has a separate
prediction of the event therefore in logistic regression we predict the probability of the event occurring
given known values of the characteristics of the persons concerned. The log-likelihood statistics is used to
test the robustness of the model. After running the logistic regression model we obtain the value of ‘exp
b’ which is an indicator of the change in odds resulting from a unit change in the predictor characteristic.
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3. MAJOR FINDINGS OF THE STUDY
3.1. General Features of the Local Governments
The field survey responses and those received by post were analysed separately to study their differences
in terms of a set of key variables. It was evident that most municipalities had not posted back their filledin questionnaire. We therefore compared only those received from the rural local governments. The
results are given in Table 4. It is observed that there were more female presidents in the postal survey
sample than in the field survey sample. Perhaps, it could be that more women presidents took care to
respond to the postal questionnaire compared to their male counterparts. However, since ‘having a women
president’ is not determined by the region, population, grade or other such factors4, and since the postal
and field survey samples do not vary significantly in terms of these factors, we combined these two
samples for the rural local bodies and analysed them together (getting a total sample of around 413
panchayats, which comes to around 42 per cent of the total number of such local bodies within the state).
Panchayats are graded and nearly 40 per cent of those in our sample are in the special grade, 39 per cent
in the first grade, and the remaining in the second or other grades.
Table 4: Comparison of direct survey and postal survey
Variable

Mean (Postal Survey)

Mean (Field Survey)

313

80

29066

29882

0.80

4179715

5521247

0.14

Ruling Party

1.30

1.32

0.78

President of Political Party

2.26

2.38

0.12

Gender of President

1.39

1.25

0.02*

Panchayat Classification

1.64

1.59

0.55

Region

2.13

2.11

0.85

Total Number
Population
Last Year Income (in Rs.)

P-value*

Variable Codes used for analysis

Region: South =1, Central = 2, and North = 3
President of Political party: CPI (M), =1, CPI = 2, Congress = 3, Other 4
Gender of President: Male = 1, Female, = 2
Panchayat Classification: Special Grade =1, 1st Grade = 2, Second Grade = 3, 4th Grade = 4
Ruling Party: LDF = 1, UDF = 2 and Others = 3
*Note: if p-value is greater than 0.05 then there is no significant difference between the two samples at five percent level of
confidence.

The detailed descriptive statistics on the general features of the local governments are listed in Appendix
I.
The major findings on the general features of the local governments are as follows:

•

A typical village panchayat in Kerala has a population of around 30 thousand.

•

Presently, its average annual income would be somewhere around Rs. 40 lakhs.

4

The reservation seems to be the only factor deciding the presence of a woman president, as the ratio of local
governments with female presidents to the total is not much higher than the legal mandate of one-third.
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•

Nearly seventy per cent of such panchayats are ruled by the CPM-led Left Democratic Front
(LDF) and the rest mainly by the Congress-led United Democratic Front (UDF). Non-LDF, NonUDF parties rule only less than 2 per cent of the local governments.

•

Not surprisingly, (and due to the principle of reservation) around 37.5 per cent of the LSG have a
woman as the president.

In order to understand whether there was any systematic bias in the way the local governments responded
to the questions in the questionnaire, we employed the logistic regression on ‘response’ versus ‘no
response’ (as a dependent variable) method with a few independent variables. This model would control
for other important factors and highlight the role of key determining factors of ‘response’ versus ‘no
response’. The regression results indicate that compared to local governments ruled by LDF (Left
Democratic Front), others are less likely to give a response to the question on whether there were any
failures on the part of local governments in the implementation of computerisation. Though, we have run
a logit model to know who reports that there are failures on the part of IKM, the results show that no
variable seems to have significant influence. There were no other major systematic biases noted in the
responses to the questionnaire.
3.2. Status of Computerisation
The study explored the use of seven pieces of software developed by the TDA that were to be installed in
each local government. These softwares are: Sevana Registration, Sevana Pension, Sanchitha,
Samvedhitha, Sthapana, Suchika and Sulekha. Each piece of software is meant for the computerisation of
one particular activity of the local government. For example, Sevana registration software is meant for the
registration of births and deaths and for the issue of birth/death certificates. Similarly, the others are used
for pension records, accounting, plan monitoring, etc. The status (as of January 2009) is reported in Table
2. However the status, as evident from the field survey, is different from the status reported (as of May
2009) by the TDA. Though this discrepancy is partly due to the recent acceleration in the installation of
software, it also shows that the local government officials and elected representatives are not fully aware
of the software that the TDA installed in their offices. The major observations in this regard are as listed
below:

•

Around 93 per cent of the sample has at least one piece of software of some level of use.
However, the records of TDA show this to be nearly 100 per cent, since according to it, sulekha is
installed in all the panchayts. It is possible that officials at the LSG may not have taken
cognisance of the availability of this software since they have not been using it.

•

According to the field survey, the sulekha software, used for financial expenditure monitoring of
planned projects, has been installed in 76 per cent of the panchayats. A high installation rate may
be due to the state government’s insistence on the matter for devolution of the funds.

•

Nearly 66 per cent of the elected representatives note that their local governments provide some
computerised service. However, only 22.6 per cent of the beneficiaries note that computers are
being used in their local governments.

•

This divergence can be due to several factors – computer deployment is yet to become visible to
(or felt by) the beneficiaries; poor and less educated persons may not be aware of the use of
computers; some customers may have approached the office for services like issue of building
certificates, for which e-governance is yet to be implemented in most local governments, and so
on.
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Table 5: Installation of software in Panchayat
Software

Yes

No

Missing

Total

382 (92.5)

26 (6.3)

5 (1.2)

413 (100)

Savanna Registration

240 (58)

166 (40)

7 (2)

413 (100)

Savanna Pension

182 (44)

224 (54)

7 (2)

413 (100)

Sanchitha

130 (31)

275 (67)

8 (2)

413 (100)

9 (2)

392 (95)

12 (3)

413 (100)

Sthapana

149 (36)

254 (62)

10 (2)

413 (100)

Suchika

11 (3)

390 (94)

12 (3)

413 (100)

Sulekha

313 (76)

91 (22)

9 (2)

413 (100)

Any Software

Samvedhitha

Note: () Shows Percentage

Status as on 28/05/09 reported by the TDA
Item
Sevana (Civil Registration) Installation
Sevana (Civil Registration) Online
Sevana Pension Installation
Sevana Pension Online
Sulekha Installation
Sulekha Online Status
Sthapana Installation
Sthapana Online
Soochika Installation
Soochika Online
Sanchitha Installation
Samveditha Installation
Saankhya Online
Subhadra Online
Sakarma Online
Sachitra Cadastral Map Distribution Status

Percentage of Panchayats
95.8
64.3
95.3
30.2
100
100
96.5
63.3
0.8
0.7
100
100
0.4
0.1
0.1
35.2

Regarding hardware, the study observes that:

•

Only 41 per cent of the local governments consider that they have an adequate number of
computers.

•

Around one-fourth of the panchayats do not have a computer on the table of any employee.

•

Of the total number of computers installed, around 67 per cent of the local governments have
more than three-fourths of their computers working well.

•

Around three-fourths of the panchayats have networked their computers and 55 per cent have an
Internet connection, mostly broadband. According to the TDA, only 15 per cent of the panchayats
do not have networking.
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•

Though only 19.4 per cent of the panchayats have an Annual Maintenance Contract for their
computers, others have some alternative arrangement in place, either in collaboration with the
TDA or other agencies.

•

Only 15 per cent of local governments do not encounter serious electric power interruptions,
while around 66 per cent face power cuts of up to one to two hours, and the rest for even longer
periods. Almost all of them have acquired a UPS.

•

The status report of the TDA shows that nearly 12 per cent of panchayats are yet to install a
computer server, either because the room is not ready or for other reasons (mainly electricalrelated issues).

There are two major points to be noted here.
1. Of late, the TDA has been catching up with the completion of tasks assigned to it, though there have
been delays if we consider its functioning for the last ten years. However, according to the TDA, the
focused attention of the LSG computerisation started only since the last three years and there were many
delays caused by factors beyond its control.
2. Even when the TDA completes its task, several of the LSGs delays in taking the many steps that are
mandatory on their part to complete the process of computerisation. In the absence of such steps on the
part of the local government, the work done by the TDA becomes ineffective and often goes unnoticed.
3.3. Improvements in Service Delivery
3.3.1. Role of Computerisation
One of the objectives of the study was to understand whether the presence of computers and software
helps to improve the speed of service delivery. In order to gain some insight into the matter, we collected
information on the amount of time required to obtain a birth certificate in a particular panchayat (as
indicated by its president or secretary). A logistic regression exercise was attempted to understand the
impact of the sevana registration software on the number of days required to issue birth/death certificates.
The analysis carefully controls for the role of other variables such as the number of trained employees and
population (see Table 3). The major conclusions of the analysis are as follows:

•

42 per cent of these local governments issue the certificate within a day, 37 per cent take 2-3
days, and the remaining took more than 3 days.

•

The time taken for a relatively simple service like the issue of certificate is much greater than
what it should be, given the installation of related software.

•

Table 6 shows that the use of the Sevana Registration program significantly influences the time
taken to issue the certificate.

•

The sign of the coefficient (negative) and the odds ratio (0.66) indicates that, compared to those
local governments which use this software, those which do not are nearly 0.66 times less likely to
issue the certificate on the same day that the applications are received.
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Table 6: Computerisation of LSG and days to collect birth/death certificate

Logistic Regression Estimates and Odds Ratios
Variables

Coefficient

P- Value

Odds Ratio

Intercept

-0.82

0.43

0.75

1-20000

-0.80*

0.01

0.45

20001-30000

-0.44**

0.07

0.64

1-2

0.06

0.84

1.06

3-4

-1.10

0.69

0.90

No of printers

1-2

0.37**

0.10

1.44

Sevana registration

Yes

-0.41**

0.07

0.66

Gender of President

Male

0.09

0.68

1.10

Region

South

0.21

0.47

1.23

Central

0.25

0.33

1.29

Population

Trained employee

-2logliklihood = 463.43; Chi-Square Value = 10.97; Prediction Accuracy = 60.6
Dependent Variable: Days of Getting Birth/Death Certificate: 1-2 days = 1, ≥3 days = 2
Definition of selected Independent Variables
Population: 1-20000 =1, 20001-30000 =2, ≥ 300001=3RC
Trained Employee: 1-2 =1, 3-4 =2, and ≥ 5 =3RC
Number of printers: 1-2 = 1, ≥ 3 = 2RC
Seven registration: Yes =1, No = 2RC
Gender of President: Male = 1, Female -2RC
Region: South =1, Central =2, North = 3RC
Note: RC = Reference Category; * and ** indicates significance at one and ten percent level
N =355, 1-2 days =217 and ≥3 days = 138

3.3.2. Features of LSGs with Better Service Delivery
Panchayats that show better performance in terms of computerisation have certain features in common.
These features can be identified in terms of variables such as grade of the panchayat, region (i.e., North,
Central and South Kerala), ruling party, gender of the president and population. The main findings on
these features are as follows (see Table 6):

•

The population structure of the panchayat has a significant influence on the number of days taken
for obtaining the certificate. Those living in rural areas with a higher population would be more
likely to get the certificate issued on the same day that it is applied for as compared to those in
areas with a lower population.

•

The odds ratio of population structure shows that those panchayats which have population size of
20000 and 20001-30000 are less likely to issue certificates faster as compared to those which have
more than 30001 persons.

•

The size of population effect on the speed of certificate issue could the result of supply-side
factors. Speeding up service delivery in less populated local governments may require more
trained employees and infrastructure, which may not be presently available.
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•

Factors like the region in which the panchayat is located and the gender of the president of the
LSG do not seem to influence the speed of issuing the certificate.

3.4. Demand for Computerisation by Elected Representatives
3.4.1. What do they say?

•

Around three-fourths of local governments have elected representatives demanding the use of
computers. Asked whether they consider computerisation as an activity to be given high priority
by the local governments, most of the presidents or the secretaries answered in the affirmative.

•

Eighty-two per cent of them do not see any difficulty in spending money on computerisation,
either from the tax income of the local body or the annual allocation received from the state
government.

•

Out of the remaining local governments which had a problem in spending funds for
computerisation, it was found that more than two-thirds lacked adequate funds and others saw it
as a problem of getting the necessary approvals.

•

The majority of the elected representatives interviewed also noted that the local governments
should and could spend money for computerisation.

•

To a query on whether there were any failings on their part in implementing computerisation, only
around 9 per cent of the elected representatives admitted any failure, saying that it was mainly due
to the delay in arranging supporting facilities at the panchayat office.

•

Nearly 30 per cent of the representatives attended the computer-related training that the TDA
organised exclusively for them.

•

More than ninety-six per cent of them consider that computerisation helps in improving service
delivery.

3.4.2. What Does their Behaviour Reveal?
This study also assessed whether citizens approach the elected representatives to get access to better
services and what the perceptions of elected representatives are on this issue. Based on a logistic
regression model, we found that there are significant differences in terms of socio-economic and political
backgrounds in terms of approach (see Table 7). The major highlights are as follows:
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Table 7: Prevalence of approaching representatives to get faster service from LSG

Logistic Regression Estimates and Odds Ratios

Variables

Coefficient

P- Value

Odds Ratio

Intercept

1.27*

0.00

3.55

Below SSLC

-1.05*

0.00

0.35

Below Degree

-0.24

0.32

0.786

Job seeker

-0.344**

0.0

0.71

Self employee,

-0.34***

0.08

0.71

South

-0.14

0.45

0.86

Central

0.15

0.40

1.16

Special

-0.01

0.90

1.00

0.02

0.93

1.02

Education

Occupation

private firm etc
Region

Grade of Panchayat

1

st

-2logliklihood = 1100.10; Chi-Square Value = 52.58; Prediction Accuracy = 65.5
Dependent Variable: If Beneficiaries Approach, Yes =1, No = 2
Definition of selected Independent Variables
Education: Below SSLC =1, Below Degree = 2, And Degree and Above = 3RC
Occupation: Job Seeker = 1, Self Employee, Private Firm etc =2, and Others =3RC
Region: South =1, Central =2, North =3RC
Grade of Panchayat: Special Grade =1, 1st Grade= 2 Others =3RC
Note: RC = Reference Category; * and ** indicates significance at one and five percent level
N= 873, Yes = 323, No 553

•

Around 88 per cent of the elected representative note that citizens in their ward approach them to
speed up the service provided by the local governments and in most of the cases, they could help
the citizens (in getting the service faster).

•

Around 87.5 per cent of them consider that people remember the help they rendered in speeding
up the service delivery process.

•

Around half of them consider that it is better if citizens approach the local government office
directly for the service rather than through them.

•

There is a relationship between the education of the citizen-customer and the propensity to avail
of the direct help from the elected representatives. The negative and significant coefficient of
education indicates that person with low level of education are less likely to take such help
compared to more educated persons.

•

The occupation of the citizen is significant in the sense that persons seeking jobs and those who
are self-employed are less likely to approach the representative for help compared to others
(includes NRIs, government employees and public sector employees).

•

Other variables included in the analysis (such as type of the panchayat – indicating urbanisation,
region) are not important in determining whether the public approaches the elected representatives
for help.
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3.4.3. Characteristics of Elected Representatives and the Speed of Service Delivery
We also studied the features of the elected representatives who are approached by citizens with a
demand/request for speedy service delivery. The logistic regression results on the matter are presented in
Table 8:
Table 8: Features of representatives approached by beneficiaries for faster service
Logistic Regression Estimates and Odds Ratios

Variables

Coefficient

P- Value

Odds Ratio

Intercept

-2.12*

0.00

0.12

Gender of Representative

-0.05

0.81

0.96

Vice-president

0.10

0.67

1.12

President

0.97*

0.00

2.64

CPI (M)

0.150

0.50

1.16

Congress

-0.09

0.70

0.90

≤40

-0.34

0.15

0.71

41-50

0.32

0.16

0.72

Years as representatives

1-3

0.33

0.14

1.39

Education of

Below SSLC

0.10

0.72

1.10

representatives

Below Degree

-0.21

0.34

0.81

Position of representative

Political party

Age of representatives

-2logliklihood = 898.71; Chi-Square Value = 16.33; Prediction Accuracy = 89.3
Dependent Variable: Whether People approach Representative to get service Faster? Yes= 1, No = 2
Definition of selected Independent Variables
Gender of Representative: Male = 1, Female -2RC
Position of Representative: Vice President and Chairman =1, President = 2, Members = 3RC
Political Party: CPI (M) =1, Congress = 2, and Others = 3RC
Age of Representative: ≤40 =1, 41-50 =2 and ≥50 = 3RC
Years as a Representative: 1-3 Years = 1, ≥4= 2RC
Education of Representative: Below SSLC =1, Below Degree = 2, And Degree and Above = 3RC
N = 1343, Yes = 1199, No = 144
Note: RC = Reference Category; * and ** indicates significance at one and five percent level

•

Compared to members, presidents are more likely to report that citizens approach them to get
faster service.

•

This is not unexpected since the president is seen as part of the administration, and hence more
citizens are likely to use the service of members to influence administration (inclusive of the
president).

•

Other variables do not seem to have a significant influence in the matter.

In summary, the practice of approaching the elected representatives to get faster service from the local
government office is widespread, and a substantial number of such representatives prefer such a status
quo. There is a preference among a significant number of elected representatives for the continuation of a
‘paternalist’ provision of services from local governments. This could be a factor partly working as a
disincentive for the speedy implementation of effective e-governance.
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3.5. Demand for Computerisation by Citizens
3.5.1. Are Citizens Satisfied with the Services Provided by the LSGs?
In general, the average educational level of a representative sample of citizens coming to the local
governments is lower than that of the elected representatives. (The sample shows nearly 36 per cent with
below 10 years of schooling and only 13.6 per cent having degree or above – compared to 17 per cent of
elected representatives with below 10 years of schooling and 20 per cent with a degree or above). This
may be due to the emphasis on poverty eradication and welfare programmes implemented through local
governments. This is also evident from the fact that nearly 61 per cent of the customers consider their
occupation as ‘unemployed’ or ‘coolies’. Nearly one-fourth of the citizen-customers surveyed came to the
panchayat for social security or poverty eradication assistance. This could have an impact on the demand
for improving service delivery. Nonetheless, some of the perceptions regarding the speed of service
delivery could be elicited through the survey. The detailed descriptive statistics regarding the general
features of the citizens and their perceptions regarding e-governance are listed in the Tables presented in
Appendix II. The major findings of the analysis are listed as follows:

•

Local governments report that 72.61 per cent of the customers demand speedy issue of
certificates.

•

Around 62 per cent of the customers used their contacts with the elected representatives to get the
certificate faster.

•

The customers reportedly want computers to be used for speeding up service delivery.

•

Nearly 37 per cent of the customers report that they have gone through elected representative for
getting speedy service for which they visited the local government office on the day of survey.

•

For most of them (around 71 per cent) the service provided by the local government is free of
charge.

•

Half of them report that they are satisfied with the service provided by the panchayat. Among
those who are satisfied, 73 per cent consider that they get the service fast enough, and another 8
per cent concede that they are willing to wait.
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Table 9: Response of beneficiaries on the service provided by the panchayat
Logistic Regression Estimates and Odds Ratios

Variables

Coefficient

P- Value

Odds Ratio

Intercept

-0.45

0.12

0.63

Purpose of coming

Home Related

0.10

0.59

1.10

panchayat

Others

-0.41

0.02**

0.66

Occupation

Job Seeker

-0.13

0.44

0.87

Coolie

-0.01

0.95

0.98

Below SSLC

0.40

0.10***

1.50

Below Degree

0.36

0.11

1.44

South

-0.24

0.21

0.78

Central

-0.03

0.84

0.96

Gender of president

Male

-0.12

0.45

0.88

Help from

Yes

0.77

0.00*

2.15

Education

Region

representative
-2logliklihood = 1095.14; Chi-Square Value = 50.74; Prediction Accuracy = 60.5
Dependent Variable: Are you satisfied with the service provided by the panchayat, Yes =1, No =2
Definition of selected Independent Variables
Purpose of Coming Panchayat: Home Related =1, Others = 2, Social Security Related = 3Rc
Occupation: Job Seeker = 1Rc
Education: Below SSLC =1, Below Degree = 2, And Degree and Above = 3RC
Region: South =1, Central =2, North =3Rc
Gender of President: Male =1, Female= 2Rc
Help from Representative: Yes =1, No, =2Rc
Political Party: CPI (M) =1, Congress = 2, and Others = 3Rc
Note: RC = Reference Category; * and ** indicates significance at one and five percent level
N = 832, Yes = 454, No = 378

Now we turn to analyse the distinct features of those customers who are satisfied with the service
provided by the local government. This analysis performed with the help of the logistic regression and the
detailed results are reported in Table 9. The major findings from this analysis are:

•

Compared to those coming for social security support (mainly the poor), others are less likely to
report that service provided by local government is satisfactory.

•

Such dissatisfaction seems to be more prominent among those coming for house construction
related services (permit, tax, numbering).

•

As expected, those who seek the help of elected representatives are somewhat dissatisfied with the
service provided by the local governments directly (without the intervention of representatives).
This is evident from that the fact that compared to those who seek such help, others are more than
twice as likely to express satisfaction. This is evident that the fact that compared to those who
does not seek such help, others are more than twice as likely to express satisfaction.

•

Only 23 per cent of the customers see their local governments using computers for service
delivery.
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•

Around 62 per cent understand that computerisation would speeden the service delivery; whereas
one-fourth of the consumers express their ignorance on this issue.

•

Only one-fourth of the citizen customers have reported that they have raised the issue of
computerisation in the grama sabhas.

All these may be indicate that a substantial section of citizens approaching local governments may prefer
the ‘paternalistic’ service delivery mediated by the elected representatives, rather than a process that
speedens service for everyone (and that discriminates none) through e-governance.

3.5.2. What does the use (non-use) of Citizens’ Charters Reveal?
Nearly 94 per cent of the local governments in Kerala have prepared a citizen charter (mainly due to the
advocacy by the state government). It lists out the services provided by the local government and the
expected time taken to deliver each service. If there is excessive delay in the delivery of a particular
service, this could be taken up by the citizen/customer for correction by the local government. However,
based on the analysis (see logistic regression results reported in Table 10) the study notes that:

•

Only 47 per cent of the citizen customers have heard about ‘citizens charters’ and only 42.5 per
cent know that such a charter exists in their local government.

•

Compared to those who come for receiving social security benefits (mainly the poor), homerelated work has a significantly less likelihood of the correct information on the existence of the
citizen charter.

•

Compared to the self-employed and others, the citizens who are `job seekers’ are more likely to
know about the existence of citizen charters in the local government.

•

Expectedly, compared to those with higher education (post graduation and other), those who have
less than 10 years of schooling are 6 (and who are graduates are 2) times more likely to know
about citizens’ charters.

•

Compared to those in north Kerala, people in central Kerala are less likely to be aware of the
charters

•

The probability of awareness increases if the president of the panchayat happens to be a male.

•

Among those who know about the existence of this charter, only 27 per cent have said that they
know the time prescribed in the citizen charter for the service for which they have come to the
office.

•

Not all of them would be willing to complain, if the service delivery exceeds the time mentioned
in the charter.
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Table 10: Awareness regarding citizens’ charters among citizens
Logistic Regression Estimates and Odds Ratios

Variables

Coefficient

P- Value

Odds Ratio

Intercept

-1.13*

0.00

0.322

Purpose of coming

Home Related

-0.34***

0.08

0.711

panchayat

Tax Related and

-0.25

0.18

0.78

Job Seeker

0.72*

0.00

2.16

Coolie

0.06

0.77

1.06

Below SSLC

1.17*

0.00

6.01

Below Degree

0.72*

0.00

2.06

South

-0.61

0.00

0.54

Central

-0.01*

0.93

0.98

Gender of president

Male

0.51*

0.00

1.67

Help from

Yes

-0.06

0.66

0.93

Others
Occupation

Education

Region

representative
-2logliklihood = 1086.58; Chi-Square Value = 118.92; Prediction Accuracy = 65.6
Dependent Variable: Are you satisfied with the service provided by the panchayat, Yes =1, No =2
Definition of selected Independent Variables
Purpose of Coming Panchayat: Home Related =1, Others = 2, Social Security Related =3Rc
Occupation: Job Seeker=1, Collies =2 and Self Employee = 3Rc
Education: Below SSLC =1, Below Degree = 2, And Degree and Above = 3RC
Region: South =1, Central =2, North =3Rc
Gender of President: Male =1, Female= 2Rc
Help from Representative: Yes =1, No, =2Rc
Political Party: CPI (M) =1, Congress = 2, and Others = 3Rc
Note: RC = Reference Category; * and ** indicates significance at one and five percent level
N = 872, Yes = 409, No = 463

The type of customers who are aware of the time required to deliver the service (for which they have
come to the panchayat) specified in the citizens’ charter was also analysed using logistic regression. In
this case, only two variables stand out significantly – the region and the citizens’ education level. It is
observed that compared to those with less than 12 years of schooling, people with an educational level of
a degree or higher are more likely to be aware of the time specified for service delivery. Compared to
those in south Kerala, those in north Kerala are less likely to be aware about this.
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Table 11: Willingness to complain by the customers using citizens’ charter
Logistic Regression Estimates and Odds Ratios

Variables

Coefficient

P- Value

Odds Ratio

Intercept

-2.56**

0.02

0.07

Purpose of coming

Home Related

0.39

0.60

1.49

panchayat

Tax Related and

0.36

0.57

1.43

Job Seeker

-0.50

0.39

0.60

Coolie,

-0.40

0.55

0.66

Below SSLC

1.17

0.15

3.23

Below Degree

0.09

0.87

1.10

South

-1.12**

0.05

0.28

Central

-0.74

0.23

0.47

Gender of president

Male

1.96*

0.01

7.13

Help from

Yes

0.63

0.17

1.88

others
Occupation

Education

Region

representative
-2logliklihood = 117.94 Chi-Square Value = 20.37; Prediction Accuracy = 77.00
Dependent Variable: Citizen Complained about the Citizen Charter , Yes =1, No =2
Definition of selected Independent Variables
Purpose of Coming Panchayat: Home Related =1, Social Security Related = 2, Others = 3Rc
Occupation: Job Seeker = 1Rc
Education: Below SSLC =1, Below Degree = 2, And Degree and Above = 3RC
Region: South =1, Central =2, North =3Rc
Gender of President: Male =1, Female= 2Rc
Help from Representative: Yes =1, No, =2Rc
Political Party: CPI (M) =1, Congress = 2, and Others = 3Rc
Note: RC = Reference Category; * and ** indicates significance at one and five percent level
N = 126, Yes = 96, No = 30

Among those who are knowledgeable about the rights in the charter, who are the people willing to
complain if the service does not meet the standard (in terms of time of delivery) specified in the charter?
The significant insights from regression (Table-11) show that people are much more willing to complain
if the president of the panchayat is a male. Thus the picture is on unexpected lines: less educated people
and those in localities where strong vote bank parties dominate are more willing to complain against the
local governments. If the president of the panchayat is a man, there is a higher likelihood of questioning
the hitches in service delivery. Surprisingly compared to those in north Kerala, those in south kerala are
less likely to be complaining.
3.6. Employees Training and e-governance
3.6.1. Employees Training: A Crucial Supply Constraint

•

The information collected through the field survey revealed that only one-fourth of the employees
received computer training in around 35 per cent of local governments.
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•

Further, 39.5 per cent of local government report that half of their employees have got computer
training, whereas only 4.4 per cent of local governments report that more than three-fourths of
their employees received the training.

•

Around one-fourth of the local governments which have reported inadequate training noted that
all their employees have not been included in centralised training carried out by the TDA.

•

Around 10.50 per cent of them note that the retirement of older staff members, and appointment
of new ones (without adequate training) are the main reasons for having employees who are not
trained to use the computers.

•

The major reason behind the current non-use of computers is cited to be inadequacy in training
and non-availability of computer/software in the office after the training.

•

Around 33.4 per cent of local governments identified the lack of adequate training of the
employees as the most important constraint affecting the pace of computerisation, while delays in
software installation and lack of funds are cited by 15.7 per cent and 14.3 per cent respectively.

•

Logistic regression could not see any variable as having a significant influence on the level of
training, implying that lack of adequate computer-related training ails all types of local
governments.

3.6.2. Employees Training: An Institutional Issue
The fact that the majority of the employees have not been trained or that they were not included in the
training programmes, is not a merely a capacity building issue. A large number of employees retire from
the local governments of Kerala every year. Recruitment is conducted to fill the vacancies arising out of
retirement. However, the newly recruited employees need not be computer-proficient. They may not have
even the aptitude to acquire computer skills. There is no training before deploying new employees. Thus,
new recruits enter the job without any computer skills.
There is no compulsion (or penalty system) if these people do not acquire computer skills within a
reasonable period of time. There are limits on the extent to which the supervisors or the elected
representatives can insist on employees acquiring and effectively using their computer skills. Given the
fact only a section of employees are trained, and they can get transfers to other local governments, there is
no assurance that a trained employee would be working in a local government office for a reasonable
period of time.
Given the current set up, the local governments are under-staffed (the position after a full computerisation
of their activities is yet to be assessed.) It is well known that functions and resources have been
transferred to local governments, but the transfer of an adequate number of employees is yet to take place.
The plan to transfer state government employees to work in local governments, has encountered many
hurdles. As a result, local governments are not in a position to send their employees for training to
outstation centres and demand that they are provided in-house training. However, the TDA complains that
the employees who are busy with their normal duties, will not give their full attention if in-house trainings
are organised. If technical assistants are deputed, then the tendency would be to depend on them heavily –
a disincentive for the employees to acquire even minimum skills.
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3.7. Role of TDA
3.7.1. Perception of Local Governments

Apart from the role of the TDA in software preparation, centralised training, etc., its most appreciated
help is the provision of a Technical Assistant for some period. More than one-third of the local
governments identified this as the most important assistance that the TDA could provide. In fact, they
expect a TA to help with problems in software/hardware. Delay in software installation (or availability)
was the main shortcoming on the part of the TDA, according to around 15.7 per cent of local
governments. Inadequacy in training and delay in the provision of the TA’s services are other important
stumbling blocks that local governments face.
3.7.2. Is the Model of Technology Delivery Appropriate?
Learning from other Firms
Along with the survey of local governments, we also studied a set of public/private firms providing
computer-aided service in the same locality (as the office of the surveyed local government). This sample
includes nearly 287 such firms of which 49 per cent are private companies, 21 per cent in the central
public sector, and 16 per cent in the state public sector, and the remaining14 per cent are cooperatives.
Further, 36.6 per cent of these companies are banks, 5.2 per cent travel agencies, and the rest in other
activities. Most of these firms had begun their computerisation programme after 2001, with just 15 per
cent having started it before the year 2000. The average number of customers of these firms varies
significantly. Nearly fifty per cent have less than 50 customers a day, 30 per cent have more than 100
customers a day, and the rest, somewhere between these proportions. Thus, they are comparable with
local governments in this matter. The major findings are as follows:

•

It was revealed that only the banks (or nearly one-third of these firms) have a network connection
with the head office. The propensity to have an Internet connection is more likely to be
determined by the ownership pattern. Public sector organisations are more likely to be networked
since it is their branches that operate in the surveyed localities. Private firms do not generally need
to have such connections. Most firms face electricity interruptions in their locality, and that has
not deterred them from computerisation which is carried out with the help of a UPS and other
facilities.

•

Forty four per cent of the firms approach private agencies for repair of computers and one-fifth
have an annual maintenance contract. Only 16.7 per cent of these firms look to their head office
for help in this matter. This also points to the possibilities for decentralised management of
computer maintenance. One-fourth of the firms face the problem of lack of computer mechanics
in the vicinity. Around 36 per cent have difficulties in getting spare parts locally. Only 37 per
cent of firms report that computer-proficient persons are available locally for employment (in they
decide to go in for local recruitment). The tendency to recruit local persons is greater among
private and cooperative firms which do so anyway. Thus all these constraints of location (lack of
local mechanics, spare part shops, and computer-proficient persons) could increase the cost of
operation in those places compared to locations where these are easily available.

•

It is striking to note that software preparation for 75 per cent of these firms was centralised, in the
sense that the surveyed firm, say a bank, received software through the centralised effort of its
state-level or national-level headquarters. This indicates the need for a centralised software
generation model – the one used for local government computerisation in Kerala. Purchase of
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hardware including computers was also centralised in 54 per cent of these firms – indicating that
centralisation in hardware procurement, though not as crucial as that of software, was the
dominant model. Here too, we observed differences between the various categories of firms, with
more cooperative and private firms going in for local purchase. This too indicates that a
centralised procurement of hardware is not inappropriate for local governments. Employee
training programmes were also conducted centrally in nearly half of the firms. Barring private
firms among which only one-third went in for centralised training, near half or the majority of all
other types of firms used this option. Thus the appropriateness of a centralised training model for
local governance cannot be underestimated.

•

Given that the initial criticism of the e-governance of local governments in Kerala centred on the
technology (or more specifically the property rights nature of the operating system software), we
analysed the extent of the use of open software v/s proprietary software in the firms surveyed.
Only around 11 per cent of these firms use open software. This could be a policy-driven outcome
as the ‘akshaya’ centres promoted by the IT mission of Kerala are also part of the sample.

•

Though the focus of our analysis is on institutional constraints, some observations on the existing
e-governance package in relation to what is actually possible, are summarised in the following
Box

In our understanding, three distinct aspects have to be considered in analyzing any egovernance project:
a.
E-Services: efficient service to a large number of people;
b.
E-administration: lay a key role in the decision-making process at any chosen
level (here, the panchayat) and
c.
E-public: ts potential in facilitating interaction with other organisations in the
society.
a. E-services
The purpose of e-governance initiative is to bring government closer to people and make its
functioning more transparent. For instance, issue of different types of certificates
(birth/death/marriage), renewal of licenses, local revenue collection etc., are some of the
services rendered at the panchayat level. When we move to an e-governance system, the
panchayat information system should be able to deliver all these services to people at the
level of each individual’s household. An efficient delivery system is one in which the service
can be accessed by a citizen from anywhere at anytime. For instance, it should be possible for
a person to pay the tax to the panchayat her home through Internet or through the panchayat
network. Likewise, a fully automated environment should allow a user to file an online
certificate request or complaint (e-filing). It should also be possible for her to monitor the
status of her application or complaint sitting at home or from a neighbourhood kiosk. A
proper computing infrastructure is necessary to implement such projects.
b. E-administration
Another important aspect of e-governance is it potential in facilitating the administrative
decision-making process. In a panchayat, the officer-in-charge should know the section-wise
distribution of files being processed, status of each, etc. The tasks done by each of the staff
members should be made available to the panchayat head and at higher levels. Computerisation
should make this information available at the users’ finger tips. This will only happen if all the
inwards are registered through applications and a complete processing is attempted. One
application that can be used for this purpose is the file tracking software, Soochika. The use of
this should be mandatory in all the panchayats and they should re-design their system so that
information gets automatically stored in a central database. In addition, once this data is in a
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central location, performance of each of the panchayats can be easily compared. This way, the
management levels higher than the panchayats (block, district and state levels) will get a
reasonably good picture of the various activities in a panchayat. The feeling of being monitored
by the people as well as the higher management levels will force the staff of panchayats to be
more accountable and prompt in service delivery. An interesting outcome could be that this will
also make the staff take file noting seriously. When an officer at the panchayat level makes a note
on a file, it means that action has been taken on that file. Hence, any laxity on the part of the
officials to make file notes could be centrally monitored with file-tracking software.
c. E-public
Any e-governance system is incomplete without adequate provision for generation of reports
and periodic work audits. A panchayat, particularly in the decentralisation context of Kerala,
is expected to send a various reports to other government and semi-government institutions
like Revenue Department, Housing Board, National Literacy Mission, Kudumbasree, DPC,
Planning ffice, Treasury, BDO etc. Careful study of workload of the panchayat staff reveals
that a considerable amount of time is spent generating such reports manually. A suitably
developed panchayat information system should have the capability necessary to facilitate
automated generation of reports. It should also provide the interface enables members from
other institutions to obtain reports relevant to their requirements. In addition to saving time
for the panchayat staff, it would also provide easier ways to cross-check the veracity of the
information being provided by them. Significant progress has been made by other
states/Government agencies in this regard. For instance, as part of the National Rural
Employment Guarantee Act, implemented all over India by the panchayats, the Ministry of
Rural Development, Government of India has created and maintains an elaborate
database/Management Information System (http://nrega.nic.in/), linking all panchayats
throughout the entire length and breadth of the country. We are unable to comprehend why
Kerala, otherwise a leader in many creative initiatives, is lagging behind in these aspects.

We also learnt that a considerable amount of money (around Rs 10,000,00/-) has already been
spent in each of the panchayats for computerisation. Almost 50 per cent of this spent on
procuring software licenses (complete software – server/desktop OS, database server etc.,
from Microsoft). It is difficult to sustain such dependence on software companies. Given that
the situation has changed remarkably, building/deploying applications based on opensource/free software systems does not seem to be a difficult proposition.
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4: MAJOR CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
•

This report covers the status of e-governance in rural local governments. The status quo (as of
January 2009) is that around 93 percent of the sample of panchayats has at least one software
installed and in some level of operation. The one for the financial expenditure monitoring of the
plan allocation – sulekha – which was somewhat insisted by the state government for the
devolution of the funds, has been installed in three-fourth of the local governments.

•

Only 41 percent of these local governments consider them to have enough computers. Around
one-fourth has no computer on the table of any regular employee. Around three-fourth have
networked their computers and half of them have internet connections.

•

In order to understand the impact of computerisation on service delivery, the case of the issuance
of birth/death certificates was taken up for analysis, 42 percent of them claim to be issue this
certificate with a day. About 37 percent takes 2-3 days and more number of days is taken by the
remaining panchayats.

•

Logistic regression indicates that presence of sevana registration software (after controlling for
other relevant variables) significantly reduces the number of days required to issue the certificate.
However, the number of days taken is beyond what is necessary ideally with the use of software.
Further analysis indicates that higher the population would mean more likely to get the certificate
on the same day. This may be a reflection of the constraints in terms of number of trained
employees, infrastructure, etc.

•

According to local governments, there is demand for computerisation among their citizens and
elected representatives. However, indirect evidence (or their revealed preference) may indicate a
different position. Eighty eight percent of representatives note that citizens approach them for
speeding up the service from their local governments, and in most cases they could help them.
Seventy one percent say that people remember such help provided by the elected representatives.
Hence only around half of the representatives think that people should approach panchayat office
directly rather than approaching them.

•

Citizens are more likely to approach younger representatives for such help. Representatives with
higher education (post graduation and above) are more likely to report that they help those people
who approached them. Female elected representatives are less likely to say that citizens’
approaching local government office directly (rather than through them). Educated representatives
are more likely to say so. This may be an indirect indication of the not so strong demand for
improving e-governance in local governments, which could help providing speedy service to
everybody without taking the personal help of the representatives.

•

Regarding the demand for computerisation and e-governance, we consider the use of citizens’
charters. Are people willing to take the trouble to get improved service using the provisions of
citizens’ charters? Nearly 97 percent of the panchayats in Kerala have prepared a citizen charter.
Only 49 percent of the citizen customers have heard about such charters and only 43 percent know
that such a charter exist in their local government. Not surprisingly, only 26.46 percent have said
that they know the time prescribed in the citizen charter for the service for which they have come
to the office. Not all of them would be willing to complain, as evident from the survey, if the
service delivery exceeded the time mentioned in the charter.
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•

The regression results indicate that compared to self employed and others, the citizens belonging
to job seeker occupational categories are more likely to know the existence of citizen charter in
their local government. Expectedly, compared to those with higher education (post graduation and
others), those who are less than 10 years of schooling and graduates are 6 and 2 times more likely
to know about citizens’ charters. Compared to those in north Kerala, people central Kerala are less
likely to be aware. However, even education does not influence significantly the knowledge of the
time of service delivery specified in the charter. The overall picture is on unexpected lines: poor
and less educated people and those in localities where strong vote-bank parties dominate are more
willing to complain against the local governments,

•

Considering the supply side factors of e-governance, employees’ training seems to be a crucial
constraint. Only less than 5 percent of the local governments reports that more than three-fourth of
all employees have been trained. Nearly 40 percent have only half of the employees, and another
35 percent have only one-fourth of them, with training. Not included in the training programs,
retirement of trained employees, inducting new employees without training are the major reasons
reported.

•

Among those employees who are trained but cannot use computers currently attribute it to
inadequate training, or the lack of computers/software for them to work immediately after the
training.

•

When asked about the most important constraint against faster computerisation, one-third of the
local governments have cited lack of adequate training.

•

Regarding the role of Technology Delivery Agency, its most appreciated help (other than the
mandated ones like software preparation and centralised training) is the provision of a technical
assistant (TA) for on-the spot help and training.

•

Delay in software installation was the main reported shortcoming on the part of TDA, according
to most local governments. Inadequacy in training and the delay in the provision of TA services
are the next important short comings reported. However, the accounts of TDA show that they
have caught up with the installation of software in most local governments. Though one sees
delay, if we take the functioning of TDA during the last ten years, according to TDA, focussed
attention on panchayat computerisation has been there only during the last three years, and there
were many procedural delays caused by factors beyond their control. This too reflects that lack of
willingness to overcome such constraints at the level of the state government. The fact that there
were delays, indicate certain laxity on the part of state government, or lack of adequate pressure
from the local governments, or a general lack of strong interest in pushing computerisation.

•

A critique of the computerisation process in the local governments of Kerala, could be that those
who have started or designed such a process, have not given due attention to the institutional
factors that may decelerate the process. Though a system study was carried out, it was more or a
less a documentation of the rule-based procedures to be used in local governments. The actual
procedures used, or the interests of different stake holders in following such rule-based procedure,
or the likely constraints that may arise in the process of computerisation, seem to have been
missed in such a system study. This shows that a system study in an e-governance program
requires an understanding of the institutional factors. This is unlike the preparation of software for
a business process, where it is expected to be used by those whose private gains are aligned with
the expected improvement through the adoption of e-governance.

•

Based on the analysis of firms in the same locality of surveyed local governments, one can see
that software preparation for three-fourths of them was centralised – indicating the
appropriateness of the centralised software preparation/procurement model of the computerisation
programme adopted here.
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•

Given that the initial criticism of the e-governance of local governments in Kerala centred on the
technology (or more specifically the property right nature of the operating system software), we
analysed the extent of the use of open software verses proprietary software in the firms surveyed.
Only around 11 percent of these firms use open software. Thus the use of Microsoft software for
the computerisation of local governments in Kerala could be due to the appropriateness to the then
prevailing techno-economic factors.

•

Based on the analysis, we can infer that there are significant institutional issues that constrain the
implementation of e-governance in local governments of Kerala. These cannot be solved
completely by technological or even supply-side measures. However, there can be alternative
technology delivery or technology management strategies. There can be alternative strategies to
develop and install software in all local governments quickly and also to provide training and
technical assistance programmes. In-house training and provision of full time TA should be
explored as possible alternative strategies.
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Appendix 1: Descriptive Statistics: LSG Questionnaire
Table A.1. Number of Population in Panchayat
Population Size

≥ 20000

20001 to 30000

≥ 30001

Missing

Total

Frequency

71 (17.2)

168 (40.7)

135 (37.0)

21 (5.1)

413 (100)

Table A.2. Last Years Income of Panchayat
Income

≥ 2000000

2000001-4000000

≥ 4000001

Missing

Total

Frequency

113 (27.4)

101 (24.57)

127 (30.8)

72 (17.4)

413 (100)

Table A.3. Ruling Party of Panchayat
Ruling Party

LDF

UDF

Others

Missing

Total

Frequency

282 (68.3)

119 (28.8)

7 (1.7)

5 (1.2)

413 (100)

Table A.4. Political Party of Panchayat President
Political Party

CPI (M)

CPI

Congress

Others

Missing

Total

Frequency

258 (62.5)

10 (2.4)

58 (14.0)

69 (16.7)

18 (4.4)

413 (100)

Table A.5. Gender of President of Panchayat
Gender

Male

Female

Missing

Total

Frequency

215 (60.8)

155 (37.5)

7 (1.7)

413 (100)

Table A.6. Grade of the Panchayat
Grade

Special Grade

1st Grade

2nd Grade

4th Grade

Missing

Total

Frequency

166 (40.2)

158 (39.2)

60 (14.5)

7(1.7)

18 (4.4)

413 (100)

Table A.7. Whether Panchayat has Citizen Charter
Having Documents

Yes

No

Missing

Total

Frequency

390 (94.4)

10 (2.4)

13 (3.1)

413 (100)

Table A.8. Number of Days for Getting Certificate
No of days

0-1

2-3

4-5

≥

Frequency

174 (42.1)

153 (37.0)

40 (9.7)

46 (11.1)

6

Total
413 (100)

Table A.9. Whether Getting Certificate as Per Demand
Getting Certificate

Yes

No

Missing

Total

Frequency

320 (77.5)

80 (19.4)

13 (3.1)

413 (100)

Table A.10. Do People Pressurize though Representative to get Birth Certificate?
Pressurized

Yes

No

Missing

Total

Frequency

218 (68.0)

116 (28.1)

16 (3.9)

413 (100)

Table A.11. Is Panchayat fully Computerized?
Response

Yes

No

Missing

Total

Frequency

169 (40.9)

233 (56.4)

11 (2.7)

413 (100)

Table A.12. Number of Computers that Exist in Panchayat
Computers

1-2

3-4

5-6

≥7

Missing

Total

Frequency

57 (13.8)

148 (35.8)

148 (35.8)

45 (10.9)

15 (3.6)

413 (100)

Table A.13. Number of Computers Working Well in Panchayat
Numbers

1-2

3-4

5-6

≥7

Missing

Total

Frequency

111 (26.9)

154 (37.3)

94 (22.8)

35 (8.5)

19 (4.3)

413 (100)
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Table A.14. Ratio of Computers Working Well to Total Computers (Percentage)
Percentage

1-25

26-50

51-75

≥ 76

Missing

Total

Frequency

19 (4.6)

42 (10.2)

50 (12.1)

275 (66.6)

27 (6.5)

413 (100)

Table A.15. Number of Hours with No Power in the Office
Hours

0 Hour

1-2 Hours

3-4 Hours

≥5

Missing

Total

Frequency

60 (14.5)

272 (65.9)

52 (12.6)

6 (1.5)

23 (5.6)

413 (100)

Table A.16. Does Panchayat have UPS Facility?
Response

Yes

No

Missing

Total

Frequency

337 (81.6)

63 (15.3)

13 (3.1)

413 (100)

Table A.17. Number of Employees having Computer in their Table
Members

1-2

3-4

≥5

Missing

Total

Frequency

107 (25.9)

138 (33.4)

68 (16.5)

100 (24.2)

413 (100)

Table A.18. Does More than One Computer have a Connection to Internet?
Response

Yes

No

Missing

Total

Frequency

299 (72.4)

100 (24.2)

14 (3.4)

314 (100)

Table A.19. Type of Agency which has done Network Process in Panchayat
Agency

IKM

Keltron

BSNL

HCL

WIPRO

PCS

Others

No Network

Total

Frequency

147

43 (10.4)

6 (1.5)

32 (7.7)

28 (6.8)

17 (4.1)

18 (4.3)

122 (29.6)

413 (100)

(35.6)
Table A.20. Does Panchayat have Internet Connection?
Response

Yes

No

Missing

Total

Frequency

225 (54.5)

173 (41.9)

15 (3.6)

413 (100)

Table A.21. Type of Internet Connection
Type of Internet Connection

Dial Up

Broad-Brand

Missing

Total

Frequency

42 (10.2)

179 (43.3)

192 (46.2)

413 (100)

Table A.22. Numbers of Printers in Panchayat
Number of Printers

1-2

≥3

Missing

Total

Frequency

221 (53.5)

176 (42.6)

16 (3.9)

413 (100)

Table A.23. Methods of Repairing the System
Methods

IKM

Keltron

Wipro

Technician

Frequency

114 (27.6)

43 (10.4)

14 (3.4)

63 (15.3)

Supplied
Agency
48 (11.6)

Guarantee
Period
57 (13.8)

Others

Missing

Total

29 (7)

45 (10.9)

413
(100)

Table A.24. Does Panchayat Take AMC for Repairing the System?
Response

Yes

No

Missing

Total

Frequency

80 (19.4)

314 (76.0)

19 (4.6)

413 (100)

Table A.25. Reason for Not Taking AMC
Reasons
Frequency

Guarantee Period
118 (28.6)

Installation is on
29 (7.0)

No Need
11 (2.7)

Wants to take AMC
8 (1.9)

Others
41 (9.93)

Missing
206 (49.8)

Total
413 (100)
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Table A.26. Number of Employees in Panchayat
Number of Employees

1-10

11-15

≥ 16

Missing

Total

Frequency

179 (43.3)

153 (37.0)

66 (16.0)

15 (3.6)

413 (100)

Table A.27. Number of Trained Employees in Panchayat
Number of Employees

1-2

3-4

5-6

≥7

Missing

Total

Frequency

107 (25.9)

156 (37.8)

86 (20.8)

47 (11.4)

17 (4.1)

413 (100)

Table A. 28. Percentage of Employee got Trained
Percentage

1-25

25.01-50

50.01-75

≥ 75.01

Missing

Total

Frequency

146 (35.4)

163 (39.5)

63 (15.3)

18 (4.4)

23 (5.60

413 (100)

Table A.29. Number of Trained Employees Willing to run Computer
Number of Employees

1-2

2-4

4-6

≥7

No Response

Total

Frequency

132 (32.0)

136 (32.9)

73 (17.7)

36 (8.7)

36 (8.7)

413 (100)

Table A.30. Reasons for Trained Employees not Willing to run Computer
Reasons

Willing

Work load

No good Training

Frequency

56 (30.94)

16 (8.84)

47(25.97)

No software and
Computer
43 (23.76)

Others

Total

Missing

19 (10.50)

181

232

(100)
Table A.31. Does Computer Speed up the Service?
Response

Yes

No

Missing

Total

Frequency

289 (70.0)

113 (27.4)

11 (2.7)

413 (100)

Table A.32. Did Representative Demand Computerization?
Responses

Yes

No

Missing

Total

Frequency

309 (74.8)

96 (23.2)

8 (1.9)

413 (100)

Table A.33. Does Local Government give Importance to Computerization?
Responses

Yes

No

Missing

Total

Frequency

394 (65.4)

7 (1.7)

12 (2.9)

413 (100)

Table A.34. Does Panchayat Face any Difficulty in Spending Money?
Response

Yes

No

Missing

Total

Frequency

59 (14.3)

337 (81.6)

17 (4.1)

413 (100)

Table A.35. First Important Difficulty in Spending Money
Reason

Lack of Fund

Frequency

39 (66.10)

Didn’t get approval for
Project
10 (16.95)

No order to spend
plan fund
3 (5.08)

Others

Total

Missing

7 (1.86)

59 (100)

354

Table A.36. Second Important Difficulty in Spending Money
Reasons

No Order to Spend Plan fund

Others

Total

Missing

Frequency

5 (55.56)

4 (44.44)

9 (100)

404

Table A.37. Most Important Failure of IKM with Regard to Computerization
Response

No Mistake

Computer Mistake

Software

Training

IKM

Others

Total

Missing

Frequency

25 (10.19)

13 (5.28)

94 (38.21)

66 (26.83)

15 (6.10)

33

167 (100)

167

(13.41)
Table A.38. Second Most Important Failure of IKM with Regard to Computerization
Response

No Mistake

Computer Mistake

Software

Training

IKM

Others

Total

Missing

Frequency

3 (2.26)

7 (2.26)

57 (42.86)

27 (20.30)

21 (15.79)

18

133 (100)

280

(13.53)
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Table A.39. Local Government Fails to Computerize
Response

Yes

No

Missing

Total

Frequency

39 (9.4)

356 (86.2)

18 (4.4)

413 (100)

Table A.40. Most Important Reason for Not Progressing with Computerization
Problems

Training

Computer

Software

Lack of fund

IKM

Employee
problem and
Others
39 (9.4)

Frequency
138 (33.4)
20 (4.8)
65 (15.7)
59 (14.3)
26 (6.3)
Table A.41. Second Most Important Reason for Not Progressing with Computerization

Missing

Total

66 (17.9)

413 (100)

Problems

Training

Computer

Software

Lack of fund

IKM

Others

Missing

Total

Frequency

52 (12.59)

34 (8.23)

83 (20.10)

47 (11.38)

16 (3.87)

51 (12.35)

130 (31.48)

413 (100)

Table A.42. Third Most Important Reason for Not Progressing with Computerization
Problems

Training

Computer

Software

Lack of fund

IKM

Others

Missing

Total

Frequency

18 (4.36)

18 (4.36)

37 (8.96)

22 (5.33)

8 (1.94)

24 (5.81)

286 (69.25)

413 (100)

Project
Preparing
15 (3.63)

Others

Missing

Total

37 (8.96)

156 (37.77)

413 (100)

Table A.43. Most Important help provided by IKM for Computerization
Nature of helps

TA Visit

Frequency

126 (30.51)

Emergency
Service
37 (8.96)

Software
installation
30 (7.26)

Training
12 (2.91)

Table A.44. Second Most Important help provided by IKM for Computerization
Nature of helps
Frequency

Emergency
Service
16 (3.87)

Software Installation

Training to Employee

Others

Missing

Total

9 (2.18)

14 (3.39)

12 (2.91)

362 (87.65)

413 (100)
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Appendix 2: Descriptive Statistics: Citizen Questionnaire
Table A.45. Educational Qualifications
Type of Education

Representative

Beneficiaries

Employees

Below SSLC

244 (16.9)

334 (35.8)

21 (2.4)

Below Degree

881 (60.8)

465 (49.8)

267 (30.31)

Degree and Above

289 (20.0))

127 (13.6)

577 (65.5)

Missing

34 (2.3)

6 (0.6)

16 (1.8)

Total

1448 (100)

932 (100)

881 (100)

Table A.46. Occupation of Beneficiary
Occupation Type

Job Seeker

Collies

Self Employee

Other

Frequency

332 (35.6)

247 (26.5)

184 (19.7)

157

Missing

Total

12 (1.3)

932 (100)

s

(38.01)
Table A.47. Purpose of the Beneficiary for Coming to Panchayat
Purposes

Home and
ownership
302 (32.4)

Frequency

Tax related

Social Security

98 (10.5)

242 (26.0)

Certifi
cate
185

Others

Missing

Total

103 (11.1)

2 (0.2)

932

(19.8)

(100

Table A.48. Did Beneficiary Take Help from the Representative ?
Response

Yes

No

Missing

Total

Frequency

340 (36.5)

581 (62.3)

11 (1.2)

932 (100)

Table A.49. Does Beneficiary Have to Pay Something Officially to get Service?
Response

Yes

No

Missing

Total

Frequency

257 (27.6)

664 (71.2)

11 (1.2)

932 (100)

Table A.50. Amount of Payment by Beneficiary to get Service from Panchayat
Amount (Rs.)

1-25

26-50

Above 50

Total

Missing

Frequency

137 (66.50)

16 (7.77)

53 (25.73)

206 (100)

726 (100)

Table A.51. Is Beneficiary Satisfied with Service Provide by Panchayat?
Response

Yes

No

No Response

Total

Frequency

478 (51.3)

408 (43.8)

46 (4.9)

932 (100)

Table A.52. Reason for Satisfaction with Service
Reasons

Gets Fast

Frequency

273

Willing to
Wait
30 (7.98)

Delay Occurred
in Govt.
4 (1.06)

This time Needed for
his Work
69 (18.35)

Total
376 (100)

Missing
556

(72.61)
Table A.53. Reasons for Beneficiary Not Being Satisfied with Service
Reasons

Frequency

Busy, Can’t Spare a long time in Panchayat

44 (12.79)

Alone, so Needed it Speedily

9 (2.62)

It Must have been get Fastly

179 (52.03)

Get Speedy for Other Procedure

51 (14.83)

Intension Doesn’t Satisfy so did not Satisfy

12 (3.49)

Poor attention of Staff

20 (5.81)

44

Computerization and Training must be needed

12 (3.49)

Money Loss and Time Loss

17 (4.94)

Total

344 (100)

Missing

588

Table A.54. Does Panchayat use a Computer to Provide Service?
Response

Yes

No

Does not know

No Response

Total

Frequency

211 (22.6)

638 (68.5)

10 (1.1)

73 (7.8)

932 (100.00)

Table A.55. Does use of Computer Speed up the Service to Beneficiaries?
Response

Yes

No

Does not Know

Missing

Total

Frequency

572 (61.4)

83 (8.9)

229 (24.6)

48 (5.2)

932 (100)

Table A.56. Had you Demanded through Gramshabha for use of Computer in the Panchayat ?
Response

Yes

No

Does not Know

Total

Missing

Frequency

214 (23.52)

695 (76.37)

1 (0.11)

910 (100)

22

Table A.57. Reason for Not use of Computer in Panchayat
Reasons
Reduce Employment
Computer problem
No Training
Financial Crisis

Frequency
29 (10.47)
52 (18.77)
88 (31.77)
24 (8.66)

No Software
Operation not complete
No Service Provided by Panchayat
Others
Total
Missing
Table A.58. Is Beneficiary Aware of Citizen’s Charter in General?

15 (5.42)
40 (14.44)
19 (6.86)
10 (3.61)
277 (100)
655

Response

Yes

No

Does not Know

Missing

Total

Frequency

436 (46.8)

482 (51.7)

3 (0.3)

11 (1.2)

932 (100)

Table A.59. Beneficiaries Response on Use of Citizen’s Charter in this Local Government
Response

Yes

No

Total

Missing

Frequency

396 (42.49)

33 (3.54)

503 (53.97)

932 (100)

Table A.60. Did Beneficiaries Know Time Required for Getting Service as per Citizen’s Charter?
Response

Yes

No

Total

Missing

Frequency

113 (26.46)

270 (63.23)

427 (100)

546

Table A.61. Will Beneficiary Complain if there is a Delay in Service?
Response
Frequency

Yes
103 (75.74)

No

Total

No Response

33 (24.26)

136 (100)

796

Table A.62. Reasons for Not Complaining by Beneficiaries if Delay Occurs
Response

Not Known about Complain

Total

Missing

Frequency

1

1

931
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Appendix 3: Descriptive Statistics: Employee Questionnaire

Table A.63. Employees’ Post at the Panchayat
Post Name

Secretary

Frequency

Superinten
dent
41 (4.65)

54 (6.13)

Lower
Grade Post
387 (43.81)

Chairman and
UDC
355 (39.95)

Supervisor
related
28 (3.18)

Technical
Staff
17 (1.93)

Missing

Tota
l
881

3 (0.34)

(100
)
Table A.64. Year of Joining the Post in Panchayat Office
Year

1975-80

1980-85

1986-90

1991-95

1996-00

2001-05

Frequency

17 (1.9)

66 (7.5)

116 (13.2)

58 (6.6)

156 (17.6)

253 (28.7)

Missing

≥2006
192 (21.8)

Total

23 (2.6)

881
(100)

Table A.65. Is a Computer Provided on the Employees Table?
Response

Yes

No

No Response

Total

Frequency

194 (22.0)

680 (77.2)

7 (0.8)

881 (100)

Table A.66. Does Employee Use Computer for Office Work?
Response

Yes

No

Missing

Total

Frequency

396 (44.9)

477 (54.1)

8 (0.9)

881 (100)

Table A.67. Needed Software Not Available
Response

Yes

No

Missing

Total

Frequency

4 (0.5)

148 (16.8)

729 (82.7)

881 (100)

Table A.68. Response of Employee on Reason for Unavailability of Software
Reason

No

Frequency

45 (34.88)

All Software are not Installed

Bad Infrastructure

Others

Total

32 (24.81)

26 (20.16)

26 (20.16)

129 (100)

Missing

computer
752

Table A.69. Responses of Employee on Whether the Employee is Trained or Not
Response

Yes

No

Missing

Total

Frequency

41 (4.6)

216 (24.5)

624 (70.8)

811 (100)

Table A.70. Reasons for Not Training all Employees
Reason

Did not Call for training

New Employee

Frequency

136 (70.47)

13 (6.74)

Didn’t go for
Training
12 (6.22)

Not complete training

Total

Missing

32 (6.58)

193 (100)

688

Table A.71. Does Trained Employee use the Computer?
Response

Yes

No

Total

Missing

Frequency

22 (25)

66 (75)

88 (100)

793

Table A.72. Reason for Trained Employee Not Being Able to use Computer
Reason

No Computer

Training is not

After Training not Handling the computer

Others

Total

19 (21.84)

20 (22.99)

87 (100)

Sufficiently
Frequency

30 (34.48)

18 (20.69)

Table A.73. Is Employee Unable to use Computer at All?
Response

Yes

No

Missing

Total

Frequency

10 (1.1)

23 (3.1)

844 (95.8)

881 (100)
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Table A.74. Reason for Not Being Able to use Computer at All
Reason

Heavy Work

Training is not

No computer

Sufficient

Education

Frequency

7 (21.21)

14 (42.42)

8 (24.24)

Others

Total

Missing

4 (12.12)

33

848

(100)
Table A.75. Other Reasons for Not Being Able to use Computer at All
Reason
Frequency

Training Period is
too Short
4 (30.77)

Didn’t get Training for
Operating the computer
3 (23.08)

Use of computer registered can
keep
2 (15.38)

Others

Total

4 (30.77)

13
(100)

Table A.76. Does Computer Improve Panchayat Work?
Response

Yes

No

Don’t Know

Missing

Total

Frequency

831 (94.3)

10 (1.1)

19 (2.2)

21 (2.4)

881 (100)

Table A.77. Reason for Not Improving Work
Reasons

it is practically

There is no use of computer

No response

Total

7 (0.8)

873 (99.1)

881 (100)

Applicable
Frequency

1 (0.1)

Table A.78. Does Computer Increase Work Load in Office?
Response

Yes

No

Missing

Total

Frequency

60 (6.8)

802 (91.0)

19 (2.2)

881 (100)

Table A.79. Reasons for Increase in the Work Load by using Computer in Panchayat
Ways

Workload increase if both computer and

Lack of employees

Other

Total

7 (12.96)

54 (100)

keeping registrar
Frequency

43 (79.63)

4 (7.41)

Table A.80. Do Existing Rules Stand in the Way of using Computer?
Response
Frequency

Yes

No

No Response

Total

41 (4.7)

813 (92.3)

27 (3.0)

881 (100)

Lack of employees

Others

Total

4 (12.12)

10 (30.30)

33 (100)

Table A.81. Ways Computer Creates Problem?
Ways

All records are kept in
register

Frequency

19 (57.58)
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Table A.82. Gender of Representative
Gender

Male

Female

No Response

Total

Frequency

900 (62.2)

546 (37.7)

2 (0.1)

1448 (100)

Table A.83. Position of Representative in Panchayat
Position

Chairman and Vice President

President

Members

Missing

Total

Frequency

264 (18.23)

74 (5.11)

1098 (75.83)

12 (0.83)

1448 (100)

Table A.84. Political Party of Representative
Political Party

CPI(M)

CPI

Congress

Muslim League

Others

No Response

Total

Frequency

656 (45.3)

89 (6.1)

341 (23.5)

179 (12.5)

159 (10.98)

24 (1.7)

1448 (100)

Table A.85. In which Year Were You Selected as a Member for the First Time ?
Year

19601980

19811985

Frequency

22 (1.5)

1 (0.1)

19861990

19911995

44
119 (8.2)
(3.0)
Table A.86. Total Number of Years as Selected Representative

1996-2000

2001-2005

≥

178 (12.3)

1033 (71.3)

39 (2.7)

2006

No
Respons
e
12 (0.8)

Total

1448 (100)

Years

0-5

6-10 years

≥ 11

Missing

Total

Frequency

1082 (74.7)

259 (17.9)

106 (7.3)

1 (0.1)

1448 (100)

Table A.87. Age of Representative
Years

10-30

31-40

41-50

51-60

≥70 Years

No Response

Total

Frequency

97 (6.7)

446 (30)

478 (33.0)

277 (19.1)

124 (8.6)

26 (1.8)

1448 (100)

Table A.88. Does the Representative Participate in Computerization Training?
Response

Yes

No

No response

Total

Frequency

427 (29.5)

1014 (70.0)

7 (0.5)

1448 (100)

Table A.89. Is Computer Used in your Panchayat for Providing Service?
Response

Yes

No

No response

Total

Frequency

952 (65.7)

490 (33.8)

6 (0.4)

1448 (100)

Table A.90. Reason for Panchayat Not Providing Service through Computer
Reasons
Lack of employees
Did not Install Savanna Software
No Computer
Training not given to all employees and needed software not installed
Computerization Process not Completed
Mistake of IKM
Old Data not Entered in to the computer
No computing Infrastructure Facilities for Comp Operation
Did not Complete the soft ware installation process
Lack of Funds
Others
Total
No Response

Frequency
53 (13.28)
43 (10.78)
13 (3.26)
76 (19.05)
100 (25.06)
13 (3.26)
18 (4.51)
29 (7.27)
25 (6.27)
11 (2.76)
18 (4.51)
399 (100)
1049
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Table A.91. Is it Better to Provide Service through Computer?
Response

Yes

No

No response

Total

Frequency

1402 (96.8)

30 (2.1)

16 (1.1)

1448 (100)

Table A.91. Do People of your Ward Approach you to get Service Fast?
Response

Yes

No

No response

Total

Frequency

1270 (87.7)

10.3)

29 (2.0)

1448 (100)

Table A.92. Are you able to Help in Providing the Service Faster when Approached ?
Response

Yes

No

No response

Total

Frequency

1268 (87.5)

113 (7.8)

68 (4.7)

1448 (100)

Table A.93. Response of Representative on whether People are Grateful to Him?
Response

Yes

No

No response

Total

Frequency

1031 (71.2)

359 (24.8)

58 (4)

1448 (100)

Table A.94. Do you think Service Provided by Panchayat is Better if People did not Approach the Representative Directly?
Response

Yes

No

No response

Total

Frequency

716 (49.4)

692 (47.8)

40 (2.8)

1448 (100)

Table A.95. Has any Proposal been made by Grama Sabha for Computerization
Response

Yes

No

No response

Total

Frequency

768 (53.0)

648 (44.8)

32 (2.2)

1448 (100)

Table A.96. Has any Proposal for Computerization from the Administration been Made
Response

Yes

No

No response

Total

Frequency

1057 (73)

354 (24.4)

37 (2.6)

1448 (100)

Table A.97. Do you Think Setting Aside Money for Computerization is Important?
Response

Yes

No

No response

Total

Frequency

1371 (94.7)

61 (4.2)

16 (1.1)

1448 (100)

Table A.98. Reasons for Difficulty in Setting Aside Money for Computerization
Rea sons

Frequency

No money for
Plan
Expenditure
3 (1.33)

Lack of fund

206 (91.56)

Obstruction in
other
Development
9 (4.00)

Others

Total

Missing

7 (3.11)

225 (100)

1223

Table A.99. Does Representative Give more Priority on Computerization Rather than other Activities?
Response

Yes

No

No response

Total

Frequency

1185 (81.8)

139 (9.6)

124 (8.6)

1148 (100)
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Appendix 5: Descriptive Statistics: Questionnaire on other firms
Table A.100. Ownership of Firm
Ownership

Government

Central Govt

Private

Co-Operative

Missing

Total

Frequency

45 (15.7)

59 (20.6)

141 (49.1)

41 (14.3)

1 (0.3)

287 (100)

Table A.101. Main Activities of the Firm
Activities

Banking

Travel Agency

Others

Missing

Total

Frequency

105 (36.6)

15 (5.2)

166 (57.9)

1 (0.3)

287 (100)

Table A.102. Year of Computerization in Firm
Year

1980-1990

1991-2000

≥ 2001

Missing

Total

Frequency

4 (1.4)

38 (13.2)

233 (81.2)

12 (4.2)

287 (100)

Table A.103. Number of Clients Visiting the Firm in a Day
Numbers

1-10

11-30

31-50

51-100

≥ 101

Missing

Total

Frequency

47 (19.4)

62 (21.6)

31 (10.8)

48 (16.7)

88 (30.7)

11 (3.8)

287 (100)

Table A.104. Type of Services Provided by Firm through using Computer
Type of Service
Education of various computer courses
Banking Services
All office work are done by computer
Building plan, Estimation etc
DTP, Internet, Training
Education
Photography
Office work
Internet, Computer course, telephone bill, current bill
Travel agency work
Billing, Accounting work
Printing DTP
Others
Missing
Total

Frequency
10 (3.5)
99 (34.5)
11 (3.8)
7 (2.4)
18 (6.3)
18 (6.3)
8 (2.8)
9 (6.6)
24 (8.4)
15 (52)
19 (6.6)
11 (3.8)
35 (12.19)
3 (1.0)
287 (100)

Table A.105. Is There Computer Network Connecting with the Head Office?
Response

Yes

No

Missing

Total

Frequency

100 (34.8)

184 (64.1)

3 (1.0)

287 (100)

Table A.106. Is There Disruption of Electricity in your Firm?
Response

Yes

No

Missing

Total

Frequency

251 (87.5)

35 (12.2)

1 (0.3)

287 (100)

Table A.107. Duration of Electricity Problem in Firm (Hours)
Hour

One

Two

Three

Four

Missing

Total

Frequency

164 (19.2)

49 (57.1)

13 (17.1)

6 (4.5)

55 (19.2)

287 (100)

Table A.108. Are There Other Facilities to Activate Computers when there is no Electricity in Firm?
Response

Yes

No

Missing

Total

234 (81.5)

50 (17.4)

3 (1.0)

287 (100)
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Table A.109. The Process of Repairing Computer in Firm
Process

Through private
agency
127 (44.3)

Taken AMC
48 (16.7)

Through
Department
63 (22.0)

Self Repairing

Others

Missing

Total

27 (9.4)

11 (3.8)

11 (3.8)

287 (100)

Table A.110. Is Local Help Available for Mechanical Failures ?
Response

Yes

No

Missing

Total

Frequency

181 (63.1)

74 (25.8)

32 (11.1)

287 (11.1)

Table A.111. Availability of Computer Parts Locally
Response

Yes

No

Missing

Total

Frequency

156 (54.4)

103 (35.9)

28 (9.8)

287 (100)

Table A.112. Availability of Employees to Work with Computer
Response

Yes

No

Missing

Total

Frequency

107 (37.3)

175 (61.0)

5 (1.7)

287 (100)

Table A.113. Availability of Trained Persons Locally
Response

Yes

No

Missing

Total

Frequency

102 (35.5)

5 (1.7)

180 (62.7)

287 (100)

Table A.114. Willingness of Outside Employee to Work in Firm
Response

Yes

No

Not Applicable

Missing

Total

Frequency

47 (16.4)

31 (10.8)

182 (63.4)

27 (9.4)

287 (100)

Table A.115. Nature of Software used in Firm
Response
Centralized
Frequency
215 (74.9)
Table A.116. Nature of Computer used in Firm

Local
64 (22.3)

Missing
8 (2.8)

Total
287 (100)

Response
Centralized
Frequency
156 (54.4)
Table A.117. Nature of Training Given to Employees

Local
124 (43.2)

Missing
7 (2.4)

Total
287 (100)

Response

Centralized

Local

Missing

Total

Frequency

142 (49.5)

135 (47.0)

10 (3.5)

287 (100)

Table A.118. Nature of Technology Installed in Firm
Technology

Microsoft

Open software

Frequency

227 (79.1)

31 (10.8)

Microsoft & Open
software
8 (2.8)

Linux

Others

Missing

Total

4 (1.4)

10 (3.5)

7 (2.4)

287
(100)

Table A.119. Availability of Filed Level Support for Handling the Technological Problem
Response
Frequency

Yes
228 (79.4)

No
48 (16.7)

Missing
11 (3.8)

Total
287 (100)
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Appendix 6: Service Providers Questionnaire

æØaV çËÞV æÁÕÜÉíæÎaí ØíxÁàØí
ÄßøáÕÈLÉáø¢_695011
ÄçgÖØbÏ¢ÍøÃ ØíÅÞÉÈB{ßæÜ µOcâGVÕWAøÃæJAáùßºî
µOcâGVÕWAøÃæJAáùßºîáU ÉÀÈ¢
ÎáÈßØßMÞÜßxß/ ÉFÞÏJáµZAáU çºÞÆcÞÕÜß

(ÖøßÏÞÏ ©JøæÎÝáÄáµçÏÞ, ÖøßÏáJøJßW ¥¿ÏÞ{¢ çø¶æM¿áJáµçÏÞ æºÏîáµ)

1. ÉFÞÏJßæa/ ÎáÈßØßMÞÜßxßÏáæ¿ çÉøí

:

2. ÉFÞÏJí ØÞOßZ ÈOV

:

3. ¼ßÜï

:

4. ¯µçÆÖ ¼ÈØ¢¶c

:

5. µÝßEÕV×æJ æÎÞJ¢ ÄÈÄáÕøáÎÞÈ¢

:

6. µÝßEÕV×æJ ÉïÞX ÕßÙßÄ¢

:

7. ÍøÃÎáKÃß

:

8. dÉØßÁaßæa øÞ×íd¿àÏÉÞVGß

:

9. dÉØßÁaí

:

Éáøá×X / dØñà

10. ÉFÞÏJßæa µïÞTßËßçA×X

:

Special Grade/1 Grade/ 2 Grade

LDF/UDF/OTHER

11. ÈßB{áæ¿ ÉFÞÏJßW RÉìøÞÕµÞÖ çø¶Q ÈßÜÕßÜáçIÞ?å:

©Ií/§Üï

12. ÈßB{áæ¿ ØíÅÞÉÈJßW ÄÞæÝ ÉùÏáK Computer Software ©ÉçÏÞ·æM¿áJáKáçIÞ?
©æICßW ¥¿ÏÞ{æM¿áJáµ.
©Ií

§Üï

13 çØÕÈ (ØßÕßW ø¼ßØíç¿×X)
14. çØÕÈ (æÉX×X)
15. ØFßÄ
16. Ø¢çÕÆßÄ
17. ØíÅÞÉÈ
18. Øâºßµ
19. ØáçÜ¶
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20. ¼ÈÈØVGßËßAxßÈá çÕIß ¥çÉf ÈWµáKÏÞ{ßÈí ¥Äá ÈWµÞX ÖøÞÖøß ®dÄ ØÎÏ¢
(ÆßÕØ¢) ®¿áAá¢?

:

---------------

21. §Äí çÕ·JßW µßGÃæÎKí ÉìøzÞV ¦ÕÖcæM¿ÞùáçIÞ?

:

©Ií/§Üï

22. çÕ·¢ ØVGßËßAxí µßGÃæÎKí ÄÞWMøcÎáU ÕcµñßµZ ¼ÈdÉÄßÈßÇßµZ ÕÝß ³ËàØßW ØNVg¢
æºÜáJÞùáçIÞ?

:

©Ií/§Üï

23. ÈßB{áæ¿ ØíÅÞÉÈJßW ÉâVHçÄÞÄßW µOcâGVÕWAøÃ¢ È¿MÞAÞÈÞÕÖcÎÞÏßGáU
µOcâGùáµZ ÕÞBßÏßGáçIÞ?

:

24. ®dÄ µOcâGùáµZ ÕÞBßÏßGáIí?

:

25. ®dÄ µOcâGùáµZ §çMÞZ dÉÕVJßAáKáIí?

:

©Ií/§Üï

26. ÈßB{áæ¿ ³ËàØßW ²øá ÆßÕØ¢ ÖøÞÖøß ®dÄ ØÎÏ¢ èÕÆcáÄß §ÜïÞÄßøßAá¢?

:

27. ÎáÝáÕXØÎÏ¢ µOcâGùáµZAí èÕÆcáÄß µßGáKÄßÈáU UPS Ø¢ÕßÇÞÈ¢ ©çIÞ?

: ©Ií/§Üï

28. ÈßB{áæ¿ ÉFÞÏJßæÜ ®dÄ ¼àÕÈAÞøáæ¿ çÎÖÏßW µOcâGùáµZ ØíÅÞÉßºîßGáIí?
29. ÈßB{áæ¿ ÉFÞÏJßW ²KßW µâ¿áÄW µOcâGùáµZ ©æICßW ¥Õ ÉøØíÉø¢ µÃµí¿í
(Network) æºÏñßGáçIÞ? ©Ií/§Üï
30. Network æºÏñßGáæICßW, ¯Äí ¯¼XØßÏáæ¿ ØÙÞÏçJÞæ¿ÏÞÃí §Äí æºÏñÄí?

31. ÉFÞÏJßW §aVæÈxí µÃfX ©çIÞ?
©Ií/§Üï
32. ©æICßW ¯Äá è¿Mí?
ÁÏW_¥Mí µÃfX/ çdÌÞÁí ÌÞXÁí µÃfX
33. ÉFÞÏJßW ®dÄ dÉßaùáµZ ©Ií?
34. µOcâGùáµZ çµ¿áÕKÞW ¥Äí ÉøßÙøßAáKÄßÈí §çMÞÝáU ÎÞVPæÎLÞÃí?

35. §Äá ÕÝß µOcâGùáµZ ®{áM¢ çµ¿áÉÞ¿áµZ ÄàVAáKÄßÈí µÝßÏÞùáçIÞ?
©Ií/§Üï
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36. µOcâGùáµZAí ¥xµáxMÃß È¿JáKÄßÈáU Annual Maintenance Contract(AMC)
®¿áJßGáçIÞ? ©Ií/§Üï

37. AMC ®¿áJßGßæÜïCßW, ¥æÄLá æµÞIÞÃí?

ÈßB{áæ¿ ØíÅÞÉÈJßæÜ ¼àÕÈAÞæøAáùßºîí ÄÞæÝ ØâºßMßAáK ÕßÕøBZ ÈWµáµ.
38.. ¦æµ ¼àÕÈAÞøáæ¿ ®H¢

:

39. µOcâGV ©ÉçÏÞ·æM¿áJÞX ÉøßÖàÜÈ¢ ÜÍßºîÕøáæ¿ ®H¢ :
40. ÉøßÖàÜÈ¢ ÜÍßºîÕøßW §çMÞZ ®dÄ çÉV µOcâGV dÉÕVJßMßAÞX ÄÏîÞùÞÃí :
ÉøßÖàÜÈ¢ ®ÜïÞ ¼àÕÈAÞVAá¢ ÜÍßºîßGßæÜïCßW ¥æÄLá æµÞIÞÃí?
41.
42.

ÉøßÖàÜÈ¢ ÜÍßºîÕV µOcâGV dÉÕVJßMßAÞX Ø¼í¼øæÜïCßW ¥æÄLá æµÞIÞÃí?
43.
44.

45.. ÄÞC{áæ¿ ØíÅÞÉÈ¢ ÈWµáK çØÕÈBZ µOcâGùáµZ ©ÉçÏÞ·æM¿áJß çÕ·JßW
ÈWµÃæÎKí ¼ÈBZ ¦ÕÖcæM¿áKáçIÞ?

©Ií/§Üï

46.. ¼ÈdÉÄßÈßÇßµZ µOcâGVÕWAøÃ¢ ÄbøßÄæM¿áJÃæÎKí ¦ÕÖcÎáÏVJÞùáçIÞ?
©Ií/§Üï
47.. ÈßB{áæ¿ ¦vÞVjÎÞÏ ¥ÍßdÉÞÏJßW, µOcâGVÕWAøÃ¢ ÄÞC{áæ¿ dÉÞçÆÖßµÍøÃµâ¿¢
ÎáX·ÃÈ ÈWµß È¿MßÜÞçAI ²øá È¿É¿ßÏÞæÃKí µøáÄáKáçIÞ? ©Ií/§Üï
48. µOcâGVÕWAøÃJßÈí ¦ÕÖcÎÞÏ ÉÃ¢ ÄÈÄáÕøáÎÞÈJßW ÈßçKÞ, ÉïÞX ÕßÙßÄJßW
ÈßçKÞ æºÜÕÝßAáKÄßÈí Ä¿TB{áçIÞ?

©Ií/§Üï
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ÉÃ¢ æºÜÕÝßAáKÄßÈí Ä¿TB{áæICßW ¥Õ ®æLÞæAÏÞÃí?
49.

50.
51.
µOcâGVÕWAøÃ¢ çÕIdÄ ÎáçKÞGáçÉÞµÞÄßøßAáKÄßÈí ÄÞC{áæ¿ ¥ÍßdÉÞÏJßW dÉÇÞÈæMG
ÎâKí µÞøÃBZ ¯æÄÞæAÏÞÃí?
52.
53.
54.
.
55. µOcâGVÕWAøÃ¢ È¿MÞAáKÄßW ÉFÞÏJßæa/ÎáÈßØßMÞÜßxßÏáæ¿ ÍÞ·Já ÈßKá
ÕàÝíºµ{áIÞÏßGáçIÞ?

©Ií/§Üï

ÕàÝíºµ{áIÞÏßGáæICßW, ¯xÕá¢ dÉÇÞÈæMG øæIH¢ ºâIßAÞÃßAáµ
56.

57.

ÈßB{áæ¿ ØíÅÞÉÈJßæÜ µOcâGVÕWAøÃæJ ØÙÞÏßAáKÄßW, çØÞËíxí æÕÏùáµ{á¢
ÉøßÖàÜÈÕá¢ ÈWµáKÄßÜáÉøß, Information Kerala Mission (IKM) ¯Äá ÄøJßÜÞÃí
ØÙÞÏßºîßGáUÄí?
58.

59..
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ÈßB{áæ¿ ØíÅÞÉÈJßæÜ µOcâGVÕWAøÃ¢ ÄbøßÄ·ÄßÏßÜÞAáKÄßW IKM æa ÍÞ·JáÈßKá¢
ÕàÝíºµ{áIÞÏßGáæICßW, ¥ÕÏßW ¯xÕá¢ dÉÇÞÈæMG ÎâKáµÞøcBZ ºâIßAÞÃßAáµ.
60.

61.

62.

çÉøí :
²Mí

:
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Appendix 7: Beneficiaries Questionnaire

æØaV çËÞV æÁÕÜÉíæÎaí ØíxÁàØí
ÄßøáÕÈLÉáø¢_695011

ÄçgÖØbÏ¢ÍøÃ ØíÅÞÉÈB{ßæÜ µOcâGVÕWAøÃæJAáùßºîáU ÉÀÈ¢

·áÃçÍÞµñÞAZAáU çºÞÆcÞÕÜß
(ÖøßÏÞÏ ©JøæÎÝáÄáµçÏÞ, ÖøßÏáJøJßW

¥¿ÏÞ{¢ çø¶æM¿áJáµçÏÞ æºÏîáµ)
§aVÕcâ È¿JßÏ ÄàÏÄß :

1
2.
3.
4.
5
6.
7

.ÉFÞÏJßæa çÉøí
:
ÉFÞÏJí ØÞOßZ ÈOV
:
User Sample No.
:
ÄÞC{áæ¿ çÉøí
:
.¯xÕá¢ ©ÏVK ÕßÆcÞÍcÞØ çÏÞ·cÄ :
æÄÞÝßW
:
®Lí ¦ÕÖcJßÈÞÏßGÞÃí ÄÞCZ §Kí ÉFÞÏJí ¦ËàØßW ®JßÏÄí?

8. §AÞøcJßÈÞÏí, ¯æÄCßÜá¢ ¼ÈdÉÄßÈßÇßÏáæ¿ ØÙÞÏ¢ çÄ¿ßÏßøáçKÞ?
©Õîí/§Üï
9. ÄÞCZ ©çgÖßAáK çØÕÈ¢ µßGÞX ®dÄ ØÎÏæÎ¿áAá¢ ®KÞÃí ¥ùßÏÞX

µÝßEÄí?

10. ¨ çØÕÈ¢ ÜÍßAÞÈÞÏß ´çÆcÞ·ßµÎÞÏ ®æLCßÜá¢ ËàØí ¥¿ÏíçAIÄáçIÞ? ©Ií/§Üï
11.
ËàØáæICßW ®dÄ øâÉ?
12. §dÄ ØÎÏJßÈáUßW çØÕÈ¢ µßGßÏÞW ÎÄßçÏÞ? :

ÎÄß/çÉÞøÞ

13. ÎÄß ®KÞÃáJøæÎCßW, µÞøÃæÎÝáÄáµ

14.. çÉÞøÞ ®KÞÃáJøæÎCßW, µÞøÃæÎÝáÄáµ

15. ¨ çØÕÈ¢ ÈWµáKÄßÈí ÉFÞÏJí/ ÎáÈßØßMÞÜßxß µOcâGV ©ÉçÏÞ·æM¿áJáKáçIÞ?
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©Ií/ §Üï
16. µOcâGùáµZ ©ÉçÏÞ·æM¿áJßÏßøáæKCßW µáùºîáµâ¿ß çÕ·JßW çØÕÈ¢ µßGáÎÞÏßøáKá ®Kí
ÄÞCZ µøáÄáKáçIÞ?
17. ÉFÞÏJáµZ/

:å©Ií/§Üï/¥ùßÏßÜï

ÎáÈßØßMÞÜßxßµZ

µOcâGùáµZ

©ÉçÏÞ·æM¿áJÃæÎK

¦ÕÖc¢

ÄÞCZ

d·ÞÎØÍÏßçÜÞ, ÎxáçÕÆßµ{ßçÜÞ, ¼ÈdÉÄßÈßÇßçÏÞç¿Þ ©KÏßºîßGáçIÞ? : ©Ií/§Üï
µOcâGV ©ÉçÏÞ·æM¿áJáKßæÜïCßW, ¥æÄLáæµÞIÞÃí ®KÞÃí ÄÞCZ µøáÄáKÄí
18.

19.

20.

21. ÉìøÞÕµÞÖçø¶ ®KÄßæÈAáùßºîí çµGßGáçIÞ? :

©Ií/§Üï

22.. çµGßGáæICßW, ¥JøæÎÞøá RÉìøÞÕµÞÖçø¶Q ÄÞC{áæ¿ ÉFÞÏJßW/ ÎáÈßØßMÞÜßxß ÏßW
ÈßÜÕßÜáçIÞ?

: ©Ií/§Üï

23. ÈßÜÕßÜáæICßW, ÉìøÞÕµÞÖçø¶ dÉµÞø¢ ÄÞCZ §çMÞZ ÕKßGáU µÞøcJßÈí ÉFÞÏJí/
ÎáÈßØßMÞÜßxß ®dÄ ØÎÏJßÈµ¢ çØÕÈ¢ ÈWµÃæÎKí ¥ùßÏÞçÎÞ? ¥ùßÏÞ¢/ ¥ùßÏßÜï
24.

¥ùßÏÞæÎCßW, §AÞøcJßÜáU ÕàÝíº ÉøßÙøßAáKÄßÈÞÏß ÉøÞÄß ÈWµáçÎÞ?
©Ií/ §Üï
25. §Üï ®KÞÃáJøæÎCßW, µÞøÃæÎLí?

çÉøí :
²Mí

:
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Appendix 8: LSG Employees Questionnaire

æØaV çËÞV æÁÕÜÉíæÎaí ØíxÁàØí
ÄßøáÕÈLÉáø¢_695011

ÄçgÖØbÏ¢ÍøÃ ØíÅÞÉÈB{ßæÜ µOcâGVÕWAøÃæJAáùßºîáU ÉÀÈ¢

¼àÕÈAÞVAáU çºÞÆcÞÕÜß
(ÖøßÏÞÏ ©JøæÎÝáÄáµçÏÞ, ÖøßÏáJøJßW ¥¿ÏÞ{¢ çø¶æM¿áJáµçÏÞ æºÏîáµ)

1. ÉFÞÏJí/ ÎáÈßØßMÞÜßxß :
2
ÉFÞÏJí ØÞOßZ ÈOV :
3. Employee Sample No.
4.
ÄÞC{áæ¿ çÉøí
5. ³ËàØßæÜ ÉÆÕß

:
:
:

6. ¯xÕá¢ µâ¿ßÏ ÕßÆcÞÍcÞØçÏÞ·cÄ

:

7. ¯Äá ÕV×ÎÞÃí ØVÕîàØßW çºVKÄí
8. ÄÞC{áæ¿ ³ËàØí çÎÖ çÎW µOcâGV ©çIÞ? :

©Ií/§Üï

9. ÄÞC{áæ¿ ³ËàØí dÉÕVJÈJßÈí µOcâGV ©ÉçÏÞ·ßAáKáçIÞ?

©Ií/§Üï

§Üï ®KÞÃáJøæÎCßW, ®LÞÃí µÞøÃ¢ (ÄÞæÝ ÉùÏáKÕÏßW ÈßKá¢ ©Jø¢ ÎÞVAí æºÏîáµ,
¯æÄÞæAÏÞçÃÞ æÄøæE¿áAáKÄí ¥ÕÏíAáU µÞøÃÕáæÎÝáÄáµ)
çØÞËíxíæÕÏV Ø¼í¼ÎÞÏßGßÜï.
11. µÞøÃ¢
10

12. ®ÈßÏíAí ÉøßÖàÜÈ¢ µßGßÏßGßÜï
13. µÞøÃ¢

14. ®ÈßÏíAí ÉøßÖàÜÈ¢ µßGßÏßGáæICßÜá¢ §çMÞZ ©ÉçÏÞ·ßAÞX µÝßÏáKßÜï
15. µÞøÃ¢
16. ®ÈßÏíAí µOcâGV dÉÕVJßMßAÞX µÝßÏßÜï
17. µÞøÃ¢
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18. ÎçxæÄCßÜá¢ ØÞÙºøcBZ

19. ÄÞC{áæ¿ dÉÕVJÈ¢ µâ¿áÄW ËÜdÉÆÎÞAß, ÉFÞÏJßæa dÉÕVJÈ¢ æÎºîæM¿áJá KÄßÈí
(¼ÈBZAá çØÕÈ¢ çÕ·JßW µßGáKÄßÈí) µOcâGV ©ÉçÏÞ·ßçAIÄí ¦ÕÖc ÎÞæÃKá
çÄÞKáKáçIÞ?

:

©Ií/ §Üï/ ¥ùßÏßÜï

20. çÎW çºÞÆcJßÈí §Üï ®KÞÃáJøæÎCßW µÞøÃæÎÝáÄáµ

21. µOcâGV ©ZæM¿áJß ç¼ÞÜß æºÏîáçOÞZ ÄÞC{áæ¿ ç¼ÞÜßÍÞø¢ ÕVißAáæÎKá µøáÄáKáçIÞ?
©Ií/ §Üï
22. çÎWçºÞÆcJßÈí ©Ií, ®KÞÃáJøæÎCßW µÞøÃæÎÝáÄáµ

23. ÄÞC{áæ¿ ç¼ÞÜß æºÏîáKÄßÈí §Ká ÈßÜÕßÜáU ºGBZ (rules), µOcâGV ©ÉçÏÞ· æM¿áJß
æºÏîáKÄßÈí Ä¿TB{áIÞAáæÎKí µøáÄáKáçIÞ?

:

©Ií/§Üï

24. çÎWçºÞÆcJßÈí ©Ií ®KÞÃáJøæÎCßW µÞøÃæÎÝáÄáµ

çÉøí :
²Mí

:
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Appendix 9: Representatives Questionnaire

æØaV çËÞV æÁÕÜÉíæÎaí ØíxÁàØí

ÄßøáÕÈLÉáø¢_695011
ÄçgÖØbÏ¢ÍøÃ ØíÅÞÉÈB{ßæÜ µOcâGVÕWAøÃæJAáùßºîáU ÉÀÈ¢

¼ÈdÉÄßÈßÇßµZAáU çºÞÆcÞÕÜß
(ÖøßÏÞÏ ©JøæÎÝáÄáµçÏÞ, ÖøßÏáJøJßW ¥¿ÏÞ{¢ çø¶æM¿áJáµçÏÞ æºÏîáµ)
1. ÉFÞÏJí/ ÎáÈßØßMÞÜßxß
:
2
ÉFÞÏJí ØÞOßZ ÈOV
:
3. Elected Representative Sample No. :
4. ÄÞC{áæ¿ çÉøí
:
5. ¯xÕá¢ ©ÏVK ÕßÆcÞÍcÞØ çÏÞ·cÄ :
6. ÕÙßAáK ØíÅÞÈ¢
:
:
7. øÞ×íd¿àÏ ÉÞVGß
:
8. ¯Äá ÕV×ÎÞÃí ¦ÆcÎÞÏß ¼ÈdÉÄßÈßÇßÏÞµáKÄí :

9. ¦æµ ®dÄÕV×¢ ¼ÈdÉÄßÈßÇßÏÞÏßøáKßGáIí
10. dÉÞÏ¢

:

:

11. ÄÞCZå¼ÈdÉÄßÈßÇßµZAÞÏß
ÉæC¿áJßGáçIÞ?

È¿JßÏßGáU

µOcâGVÕWAøÃ

ÉøßÖàÜÈJßW

©Ií/§Üï

12. ÄÞC{áæ¿ ÉFÞÏJßW µOcâGV ©ÉçÏÞ·æM¿áJß ¼ÈÈØGßËßAxí ©ZMæ¿ÏáU çØÕÈBZ
¼ÈBZAí ÈWµáKáçIÞ? ©Ií/§Üï
§Üï ®KÞÃáJøæÎCßW, ¥ÄßÈá ÄÞCZAùßÏÞÕáK dÉÇÞÈæMG øIá µÞøÃBæ{æLÜïÞÎÞÃí?
13

14.

15. ÉFÞÏJí

ÈWµáK

çØÕÈBZ

µâ¿áÄW

çÕ·JßW

¼ÈBZAí

ÈWµÞX

µOcâGùáµZ

©ÉçÏÞ·æM¿áJáKÄí ØÙÞÏßAáæÎKí ÄÞCZ ¦vÞVjÎÞÏß µøáÄáKáçIÞ? ©Ií/ §Üï
16. §çMÞZ

¼ÈÈØVGßËßAxí

çÉÞÜáU

çØÕÈBZ

ÉFÞÏJßWÈßKá¢

çÕ·JßW

È¿JßAßGáKÄßÈí ÄÞC{áæ¿ ÕÞVÁßæÜ çÕÞGVÎÞV ÄÞCæ{ ØÎàÉßAÞùáçIÞ? ©Ií/§Üï
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17. §BæÈ ØÎàÉßAÞùáæICßW, ¥AÞøcJßW ÉFÞÏJí ³ËàØßW §¿æÉGí §ÕVAí çÕ·JßW
çØÕÈ¢ ÜÍcÎÞAÞX ÄÞCZAí µÝßÏÞùáçIÞ? ©Ií/ §Üï
18. §BæÈ ØÙÞÏ¢ æºÏñáæµÞ¿áJÞW ¥Äí çÕÞGVÎÞV µãÄ¼í¾ÄÞÉâVÕî¢ ³VAáæÎKí ÄÞCZ
µøáÄáKáçIÞ? ©Ií/§Üï
19. ÉFÞÏJí ³ËàØßW ÈßKá¢ ®æLCßÜá¢ µÞøc¢ È¿MÞAßAßGÞX, ÄÞC{áæ¿ ÕÞVÁßæÜ ¦{áµZ
ÄÞCæ{ ØÎàÉßAÞæÄ ÉFÞÏJí ³ËàØßW çÈøßGí çÉÞµáKÄÞÃí ÈÜïæÄKí µøáÄáKáçIÞ?
©Ií/§Üï
20. ÉFÞÏJßæÜ

µOcâGVÕWAøÃ¢

ÄbøßÄæM¿áJÃæÎK

¦ÕÖc¢

ÄÞC{áæ¿

ÕÞVÁßæÜ

d·ÞÎØÍµ{ßæÜçMÞæÝCßÜá¢ ©ÏVKßGáçIÞ? ©Ií/§Üï
21. ÉFÞÏJßæÜ µOcâGVÕWAøÃ¢ ÄbøßÄæM¿áJÃæÎKí, ÄÞCZ ÍøÃØÎßÄßÏßW ®æMÞæÝCßÜá¢
¦ÕÖcÎáÏVJßÏßGáçIÞ? ©Ií/§Üï
22. µOcâGVÕWAøÃJßÈáU

ÉÃ¢

ÈàAßÕÏíAáKÄí

Õ{æø

dÉÇÞÈÎÞæÃKí

ÄÞCZ

µøáÄáKáçIÞ? ©Ií/§Üï
23. §AÞøcJßÈÞÏß ÈßB{áæ¿ ÉFÞÏJßW ¦ÕÖcJßÈíí ÉÃ¢ ÈàAßÕÏíAÞX µÝßÏáæÎKí ÄÞCZ
µøáÄáKáçIÞ? ©Ií/§Üï
ÉÃ¢ ÈàAßÕÏíAÞX ÌáißÎáGáµ{áæICßW, µÞøÃBç{Õ?
24.
..
25.
26. ÉFÞÏJßæÜ

Îxá

¦ÕÖcB{áÎÞÏß

ÄGßºîáçÈÞAáçOÞZ

µOcâGVÕWAøÃJßÈí

ÄÞCZ

ÎáX·ÃÈ ÈWµáçÎÞ? ©Ií/§Üï

çÉøí :
²Mí

:
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Appendix 10: Other computerized firms Questionnaire

æØaV çËÞV æÁÕÜÉíæÎaí ØíxÁàØí
ÄßøáÕÈLÉáø¢_695011

ÄçgÖØbÏ¢ÍøÃ ØíÅÞÉÈB{ßæÜ µOcâGVÕWAøÃæJAáùßºî
µOcâGVÕWAøÃæJAáùßºîáU ÉÀÈ¢

¦ dÉçÆÖJí µOcâGVÕWAøßAæMG Îxá ØíÅÞÉÈBZAáU çºÞÆcÞÕÜß
(ÖøßÏÞÏ ©JøæÎÝáÄáµçÏÞ, ÖøßÏáJøJßW ¥¿ÏÞ{¢ çø¶æM¿áJáµçÏÞ æºÏîáµ)
1. ÉFÞÏJí

:

2. ÉFÞÏJí ØÞOßZ ÈOV

:

3. Other Firm Sample No.

:

4. ØíÅÞÉÈJßæa çÉøí

:

5. ©¿ÎØíÅÄ

: ØVAÞV/æÉÞÄáçÎ¶Ü/ØbµÞøc¢

6. ØíÅÞÉÈJßæa dÉÇÞÈdÉÕVJÈ¢ : ÌÞCí/ d¿ÞÕW ¯¼XØß/ ËÞµí¿ùß / ÎxáUÕ
7. ¯ÄáÕV×ÎÞÃí µOcâGVÕWAøßºîÄí :
8. ²øá ÆßÕØ¢ ØíÅÞÉÈJßæÜJáK ©ÉçÍÞµñÞA{áæ¿ ÖøÞÖøß ®H¢ :
9. ¯Äá çØÕÈ¢ ÈWµáKÄßÈÞÃí µOcâGV ©ÉçÏÞ·æM¿áJáKÄí?

10. ÈßB{áæ¿ ØíÅÞÉÈJßæa ÎáµZJGßÜáU ³ËàØáµ{áÎÞÏß µOcâGV ÕÝß Network
æºÏñßGáçIÞ? ©Ií/§Üï
11. èÕÆcáÄß Ä¿TÎáIÞµÞùáçIÞ? ©Ií/§Üï
12. Ä¿TÎáæICßW, ²øá ÆßÕØ¢ ÖøÞÖøß ®dÄ ØÎÏ¢ Ä¿TÎáIÞµá¢?

13. èÕÆcáÄß §ÜïÞJØÎÏJí µOcâGV dÉÕVJßMßAÞXåØ¢ÕßÇÞÈÎáçIÞ? ©Ií/§Üï
14. µOcâGV Ø¢ÕßÇÞÈJßÈí ÄµøÞùáIÞÏÞW ®BæÈÏÞÃí ÉøßÙøßAáKÄí?
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15. dÉÞçÆÖßµÎÞÏß, ÄµøÞùí ÉøßÙøßAÞX ¦{ßæÈ µßGáçÎÞ?

16. µOcâGùßæa ÄµøÞùÞÏ ÍÞ·BZ ÎÞxßØíÅÞÉßAÃæÎCßW dÉÞçÆÖßµÎÞÏß ÕÞBÞX µßGáçÎÞ?
17. µOcâGV dÉÕVJßMßAáKÄßÈí dÉÞçÆÖßµÎÞÏß ¦{áµæ{ ç¼ÞÜßæA¿áAÞùáçIÞ? ©Ií/§Üï
18. ©Ií ®KÞÃáJøæÎCßW, ÉøßÖàÜÈ¢ ÜÍßºîßGáUÕV dÉÞçÆÖßµÎÞÏß ÜÍcÎÞçÃÞ? ¥æÄ/¥Üï
19. ÆâæøÏáUÕæøÏÞÃí ÈßÏÎßAáKæÄCßW, ¥ÕV §Õßæ¿ ÕKí ç¼ÞÜß æºÏîÞX ÄÏîÞùÞµáKáçIÞ?
©Ií/§Üï/ ÌÞÇµÎÜï
20. ÈßB{áæ¿ ØíÅÞÉÈJßW ©ÉçÏÞ·ßAáKåSoftwareåçµdwàµãÄÎÞÏß ÕÞBßÏÄÞçÃÞ ¥çÄÞ
dÉÞçÆÖßµÎÞÏß øâÉæM¿áJßÏÄÞçÃÞ?
çµdwàµãÄ¢/dÉÞçÆÖßµ¢
21. ÈßB{áæ¿

ØíÅÞÉÈJßW

ØíÅÞÉßºîßGáU

µOcâGùáµZ

çµdwàµãÄØ¢ÕßÇÞÈJßÜâæ¿

ÕÞBßÏÄÞçÃÞ ¥çÄÞ dÉÞçÆÖßµÎÞÏß ÕÞBßÏÄÞçÃÞ?
çµdwàµãÄ¢/ dÉÞçÆÖßµ¢
22. §Äá

dÉÕVJßMßAáKÕVAáU

ÉøßÖàÜÈ¢

çµdwàµãÄÎÞÏß

È¿JßÏÄÞçÃÞ

¥çÄÞ

dÉÞçÆÖßµÎÞÏß æºÏñÄÞçÃÞ?
çµdwàµãÄ¢/ dÉÞçÆÖßµ¢
23. ØíÅÞÉÈJßæÜ

µOcâGVÕWAøÃJßÈí ¯Äá ÄøJßÜáU

æ¿µíçÈÞ{¼ß

(Microsoft/ Open

Software) ¦Ãí ©ÉçÏÞ·ßºîßGáUÄí?
24. §Jø¢ æ¿µíçÈÞ{¼ß èµµÞøc¢ æºÏîÞX µÝßÕáU Field level support ÜÍcÎÞµáKáçIÞ? ©Ií/§Üï
25. Îxá dÉÇÞÈ ÕßÕøBZ

çÉøí :
²Mí

:
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